
Feeling

The most important thing about a type design is the feelings it evokes. This is notoriously hard to verbalise, but 
it is what makes a particular typeface meaningfully different from any other.
A type designer in Portugal, Natanael Gama, designed the Exo family with FontForge. On his homepage he 
describes another project for the sculptor John Williams and includes a graphic showing his brief in a matrix of 
continuums of feelings:
Figurative to Abstract 50%•
Graceful to Robust: 30%•
Calm to Energetic: 0%•
Puzzling to Plain: 15%•
Experimental to Standard: 15%•
Prestigious to Ordinary: 15%•
Other Ideas: Beautiful, Outside Spaces, Human Condition•

From <http://designwithfontforge.com/en-US/Planning_Your_Project.html> 

The height of the type piece is known as the ‘em’, and it 
originates from the width of the uppercase ‘M’ character; 
it was made so that the proportions of this letter would 
be square (hence the ‘em square’ denomination).
The em size is what the point size of metal type is 
calculated upon. So, a 10 points type has a 10 points 
em (see below).
In digital type, the em is a digitally-defined amount of 
space. In an OpenType font, the UPM — or em size is 
usually set at 1000 units. In TrueType fonts, the UPM is by 
convention a power of two, generally set to 1024 or 2048.
When the font is used to set type, the em is scaled to 
the desired point size. This means that for 10 pt type, 
the 1000 units for instance get scaled to 10 pt.
So if your uppercase ‘H’ is 700 units high, it will be 7 pt 
high on a 10 pt type.
Setting that up in the Glyph Window

With the knowledge that your font is using a 1000, 1024, 
or 2048 UPM, you need to set up the drawing of your 
glyphs to ensure that all aspects of your typeface fit 
adequately into that UPM square.
The size of the em square can be set from Element > 
Font Info… then click on the General tab and you will 
see the EM setting, which value shall be distributed 
between the Ascender and Descender heights, 
respectively heights above and underneath the baseline.
The Baseline:

From <http://designwithfontforge.com/en-US/The_EM_Square.html> 

Construction

Construction refers to the structure of the underlying strokes that form a particular glyph. 
Perhaps you can imagine the glyph’s skeleton. The kind of construction to use is arguably one 
of the most important questions to think about, because the construction affects so many of the 
remaining choices, particularly if your design is going to feel somewhat familiar to readers. In 
the example above, the white line inside the letters indicate the approximate construction 
suggested by the shape of the letters themselves.

From <http://designwithfontforge.com/en-US/What_Is_a_Font.html> 

Contrast

Contrast refers to how much variation in stroke width is found within a glyph. Notice in the below 
two ‘O’ glyphs that the one on the left has much greater variability in line thickness between the 
top and sides of the glyph. Both glyphs have some contrast, but the one on the left has much 
more than the one on the right.

From <http://designwithfontforge.com/en-US/What_Is_a_Font.html> 

Foundries

Old
New

Question mark

History[edit]

Lynne Truss attributes an early form of the modern question mark in western language to Alcuin of York.[2]

Truss describes the punctus interrogativus of the late 8th century as, "a lightning flash, striking from right to 
left".[3] (The punctuation system of Aelius Donatus, current through the Early Middle Ages, used only simple 
dots at various heights.) 
This earliest question mark was a decoration of one of these dots, with the "lightning flash" perhaps meant to 
denote intonation, and perhaps associated with early musical notation like neumes. Another possibility is that 
it was originally a tilde or titlo, as in " ·~ ", one of many wavy or more or less slanted marks used in medieval
texts for denoting things such as abbreviations, which would later become various diacritics or ligatures.[4][5]

Over the next three centuries this pitch-defining element (if it ever existed) seems to have been forgotten, so 
that the Alcuinesque stroke-over-dot sign (with the stroke sometimes slightly curved) is often seen 
indifferently at the end of clauses, whether they embody a question or not. 
In the early 13th century, when the growth of communities of scholars ( universities) in Paris and other major 
cities led to an expansion and streamlining of the book -production trade,[6] punctuation was rationalized by 
assigning Alcuin's stroke-over-dot specifically to interrogatives; by this time the stroke was more sharply 
curved and can easily be recognized as the modern question mark. 
It has also been suggested that the glyph derives from the Latin quaestiō meaning "question", which was 
abbreviated during the Middle Ages to qo.[7] The lowercase q was written above the lowercase o, and this 
mark was transformed into the modern symbol. However, evidence of the actual use of the Q -over-o notation 
in medieval manuscripts is lacking; if anything, medieval forms of the upper component seem to be evolving 
towards the q-shape rather than away from it. [citation needed]

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Question_mark> 

?

Question mark

¿ ﹖   

Inverted question mark Small question mark Arabic question mark 

Punctuation marks

Punctuation

apostrophe ’  '

brackets [ ]  ( )  { }  ⟨ ⟩

colon :

comma ,     、

dash ‒ – — ―

ellipsis    ...  . . .         

exclamation mark !

full stop, period .

guillemets ‹ ›  « »

hyphen ‐

hyphen-minus -

question mark ?

quotation marks ‘ ’  “ ”  ' '  " "

semicolon ;

slash, stroke, solidus /  ⧸  ⁄

Word dividers

interpunct ·

space

General typography

ampersand &

asterisk *

at sign @

backslash \

basis point ‱

bullet •

caret ^

dagger † ‡ ⹋

degree °

ditto mark ” 〃

double hyphen = ⸗

inverted exclamation mark ¡

inverted question mark ¿

komejirushi, kome, reference mark ※

multiplication sign ×

number sign, pound, hash #

numero sign №

obelus ÷

ordinal indicator º ª

percent, per mil % ‰

pilcrow ¶

plus, minus + −

plus-minus, minus-plus ± ∓

prime ′  ″  ‴

section sign §

tilde ~

underscore, understrike _

vertical bar, pipe, broken bar |  ‖  ¦

Intellectual property

copyright ©

copyleft ⹋

sound-recording copyright ℗

registered trademark ®

service mark ℠

trademark ™

Uncommon typography

Although often taken for granted, the question mark can be used for more than ending a direct 
question. Really? Yes. 

The question mark was first seen in the eighth century when it was called the punctus interrogativus. 
There are many theories about the origin of the symbol, which has changed several times before 
settling on its current form in the eighteenth century. For example, the Latin word for question is 
quaestio, which was abbreviated to ‘Qo’ in the Middle Ages. It’s thought that the modern symbol 
represents the ‘Q’ placed over the ‘O’. 

Regardless of its origin, the question mark can be used in a variety of ways. One such use is to end 
a verb-less sentence. Although verb-less sentences may not be considered proper sentences in 
some circles, they are used quite frequently. Some examples include: 

What?•
When?•
Where?•
Really?•
Ending a tag question is another use for the question mark. A tag question is a statement that is 
followed by a question, such as: 

He left early, didn’t he?•
The recipe calls for one cup sugar, right?•
In a sentence containing a series of questions, you may include a question mark after each. Be 
careful with this type of writing. Although the use of a question mark is accepted, readers may find a 
long string of questions confusing. 

Who saw the victim last? Her husband? Her son? Her daughter?•
Which way are we supposed to turn at the corner? Right? Left?•
Two places where the question mark should not be used are at the end of indirect questions or 
courteous requests. Although these types of sentences may seem to be questions, they do not 
require the use of the question mark. 

I asked my son if there were any messages.•
Will you please reply as soon as possible.•
Although the choice to use the question mark us usually a fairly easy decision, some situations like 
these can make you think twice. 

From <https://www.dailywritingtips.com/using-the-question-mark/> 

USAGE

unday Type: typesetting type

Questionable Type
First, thanks to Kris Sowersby for his wonderful review of FF Balance. It certainly had me 
looking at that particular type in a fresh light. Today, we have quite a hefty Sunday Type, so 
let’s get started. A couple of weeks ago I posted an illustration of ten asterisks. Today, we 
have the humble question mark.
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copyleft ⹋

sound-recording copyright ℗

registered trademark ®

service mark ℠

trademark ™

Uncommon typography

asterism ⁂

fleuron, hedera ❧

index, fist ☞

interrobang ‽

irony punctuation ⸮

lozenge ◊

tie ⁀

In other scripts

Chinese•
Hebrew•

Japanese•
Korean•

Related

Diacritics•
Logic symbols•

Whitespace characters•
¤ currency sign•

•
Category

Book

v•
t•
e•

The question mark "?" (also known as interrogation point, query, or eroteme in journalism)[1] is a punctuation mark that indicates an 
interrogative clause or phrase in many languages. The question mark is not used for indirect questions. The question mark glyph is 
also often used in place of missing or unknown data. In Unicode, it is encoded at U+003F ? QUESTION MARK (HTML &#63;). 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Question_mark> 

have the humble question mark.

No one is quite sure how the present form came to be. Some believe that It originated from 
the Latin abbreviation for question, Qo, where the Q was written above the o.

There are numerous other theories, ranging from the downright silly (the cats tail) to the more 
plausible, like the question mark evolving from an inverted form of the semicolon. 
Interestingly, the semicolon [U+003B] is used in Greek as a question mark. Perhaps one day, 
we’ll know for sure. German readers may also enjoy this TypoWiki Interpunktion (punctuation) 
article. The question mark is also known as an eroteme.

From <https://ilovetypography.com/2008/06/09/sunday-type-typesetting-type/> 

The question mark and the exclamation point

Both punctuation marks replace the period at the end 
of the sentence. In most cases, no additional space 
is required. Bad font kerning can cause problems 
when the space between question marks or 
exclamation points and the text or other punctuation 
marks is not tight or loose enough. In that case, the 
spacing must be done by hand.

In combination with the punctuation marks dash, 
colon, or ellipses, the spacing is slightly increased by 
kerning or by 1/24 em (if the font requires it).

From <https://www.fontshop.com/content/gansefusschen > 

I'm looking for font that could lend themselves to a vintage/classic style, but have varied 
and interesting question marks, that compliment each other....
Off the top of my head here are some examples...

http://www.dafont.com/sapphiresativa.font
http://www.dafont.com/pistilli-roman.font
http://www.losttype.com/font/?name=tommaso
http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/linotype/itc-bodoni-seventytwo/
http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/mti/gloucester-old-style-mt/std-bold-extra-
condensed/glyphs.html
http://www.dafont.com/bebas-neue.font

Thanks

From <https://www.dafont.com/forum/read/108205/which-fonts-have-nice-and-varied-question-marks> 

Interesting fonts

Mood of Typefaces
The mood of a typeface is an important part of how it should be used.
Different typefaces have strikingly different moods. Commonly used moods 
include formal vs. informal, modern vs classic/traditional, and light vs 
dramatic. Some typefaces have very distinct moods. For example, Times 
New Roman is pretty much always going to be a traditional font, which is why 
it’s so commonly used for business correspondence. Verdana, on the other 
hand, has a more modern mood.
Some typefaces are more transcendent, and can convey almost any mood 
based on the content and the other typefaces they’re combined with. 
Helvetica is often considered one such font.

From <https://www.jotform.com/blog/a-crash-course-in-typography-the-basics-of-type/> 

How to listen...

To establish the discipline, and get ourselves into practice we must consider the following questions: 

1. Organic vs. Inorganic: Is the subject or message an organic (living, human) voice, or is it an inorganic 
(mechanized, mechanical) voice.

Hard-edged subjects, or those which relate to non-human characteristics perhaps would be better portrayed with a 

uniform, hard-edged face such as a sans-serif. If the subject or message speaks in an organic (human) tone, perhaps 
a serif face would be better. 

2. Is it hard, or is it soft? What is the emotion of the message?
What are you trying to get across? Certainly you wouldn't use the same voice to tell someone about baby lotions 

as you might use to declare a hazzard warning. Is there an urgency to the message? Is it angry, sad, happy, soothing, 
tired, bewildered? What?

3. Who is talking... to whom? 
Put a voice to your message. I sometimes find it helpful to dream up a spokesman for the message. Would it be 

James Earl Jones? Barbara Walters? Walter Cronkite? Arnold Swartzenagger? (sp?) Listen to voices. What typefaces do 
they suggest?

4. Where or when is it?
History, place, setting, atmosphere and environment all speak voices -- voices that are visually inherent in 

typefaces. If it's a little old, soft and human, perhaps an Art Nouveau face is appropriate. If it's far away, and exotic, 
perhaps an Asian style face will fit. You can send messages very quickly and effectively just by thinking place and time. 

Is it uptown and avant garde, or is it down-home and salt-of-the-earth? 

5. What is its posture? What is the attitude?
If a face hasn't suggested itself to you yet, perhaps its posture will. Is it running fast? Is it slumping? Is it standing 

erect at attention? Is it sensually reclined? Yes, there are faces that reflect posture as well. Sometimes the 'set' of the 
type suggests posture... italics are moving, or speaking to the side. All caps seems stiff and erect -- many times 

traditional and dignified. Just like body language, the postureand attitude of the message can suggest the perfect face 

for the job.

From <http://www.graphic-design.com/Type/voice/index.html> 

look more closely.

Contrast
Contrast makes text interesting and can help you communicate 
which ideas you want to emphasize. Varying size, typeface, 
weight, color, and style can give your designs a big impact as well 
as make your ideas organized. Below, you can see how contrast 
helps you to give your text an interesting, attention-grabbing, and 
even more meaningful appearance. Below, the word “Small” is 
black, aligned right, lightweight, in an italic serif typeface with 
increased space between letters. “Large” is red, heavy weight, in a 
regular sans-serif typeface, and is about 10x bigger than the word 
“Small.”

From <https://medium.com/gravitdesigner/typography-elements-everyone-needs-to-understand-5fdea82f470d> 

How we read
When we read, our eyes follow a natural pattern called aScan 
Path.
We break sentences up into scans (saccades) and pauses 
(fixations). Here’s theScan Path for a typical reader:

Your eyes typically move across a page forbetween 7 to 9 
letters before needing to pause to process what you’re reading. 
As you scan a sentence, no useful visual processing is 
happening in your brain. Visual processing is completely 
dependent upon the information taken in when you pause.
So why does this matter? Understanding the way we read is 
important for designing how words look because you can 
directly impact someone’s connection to your writing with the 
right font and layout.

Why the right font layout makes you feel good
When I set out to write this post, I wasn’t sure I’d find scientific 
backing for why we feel a certain way toward certain fonts.
I thought choosing font was mostly art, with a sprinkle of 
science.
That was until I came across a study by psychologist Kevin 
Larson. Larson has spent his career researching typefaces and 
recently conducted a landmark study at MIT about how font and 
layout affect our emotions.
In the study, 20 volunteers – half men and half women – were 
separated into two groups. Each group was shown a separate version 
of The New Yorker – one where the image placement, font, and 
layout were designed well and one where the layout was designed 
poorly:

From <https://thenextweb.com/dd/2017/03/31/science-behind-fonts-make-feel/> 

Culture impacts your preference for fonts
One explanation for why some fonts make you feel a certain way is because of deep links in 
culture.
For instance, Courier fonts were designed to resemble old memos written on type writers:

Many people relate Helvetica with the US Government because it’s used in tax forms.
These associations are difficult to remove and should be considered when deciding on a font 
choice. Here’s how Bank of America’s website would look with the Impact font associated with 
News headlines:
Original Bank of America website:

Bank of America website with Impact font (associated with newspaper headlines):
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When the fonts are changed to Impact, Bank of America doesn’t exactly seem trustworthy.
Because fonts are designed by humans, there is usually some meaning attached to them. You 
don’t want to choose a font that is easily associated with something in our culture that’s 
markedly different than the vibe you’re trying to give off.

How to design better content
The quality of your content is the most important thing but how you present that content by 
choosing the right font and layout still has its place.
As French poet Paul Claudel put it, “The secret of type is that it speaks.”
So how can you design your words to help elicit positive feelings in people? Here’s a few 
techniques from typography experts that you might find useful:
1. Choose an anchor font
Type designer Jessica Hische recommends first selecting a typeface for the content that is most 
prevalent in your project (most likely your body copy).
This will be the typeface that you base your other font decisions on like headlines and 
subheads.
There’s four main categories of fonts to choose from:
Serif Fonts – Letters with short lines coming off the edges. Viewed as more formal and traditional. Best 
suited for print.

Sans-serif Fonts – Letters without serifs. Viewed as informal and playful. Best suited for digital.•
Script Fonts – Resembles handwriting and often used in formal invitations. Not ideal for body copy.•
Decorative Fonts – Informal fonts viewed as original. Best suited for headlines but not body copy.•
For reading on the Web, it’s best to stay away from script or decorative typefaces. Most Script 
and Decorative fonts have low legibility which slows down your reading because you are busy 
trying to figure out what letters are.
You don’t want your readers asking, “was that an ‘a’ or an ‘e’” every word.
If you’re scrunching your eyes trying to figure out a word that’s a signal that your brain is 
dedicating unnecessary energy to identifying words.
Decorative typefaces should be used for content that is meant to be seen at a glance, like in a 
logo, rather than read as multiple paragraphs in body text.
When choosing a font for body text, it’s usually best to stick with a Serif font or Sans-serif font.
Some typography experts recommend sans-serif fonts for reading online because the quality of 
screen resolutions is less than in print. But, as screen resolutions dramatically improve, Serif 
fonts are becoming easier to read on the Web. Content-heavy websites like Medium use a Serif 
font (probably to give off the vibe of a print editorial).
The most important thing with choosing a font is to make sure the letters are easily 
decipherable from one another so your readers don’t have to spend precious mental energy 
identifying letters.
There’s a trick that Hische uses to make sure your font choice is a good one. 
She recommends that you make your fonts pass the Il1 test:

From <https://thenextweb.com/dd/2017/03/31/science-behind-fonts-make-feel/> 

10 Fascinating Scientific Facts About Fonts
By Creative Market on May 2, 2016 in Design Trends Tweet This Share This 

There is a lot more to the selection of fonts than meets the eye. For example, some fonts are more trustworthy than others. If you want to convey that 

you are an honest person, stick with Baskerville. If you own a restaurant, you can splash fancy fonts on your menu to give yo ur new chef instant 

credibility.

Here are ten scientific facts about fonts that should help you in everyday life, or at least give you food for thought.

Fonts Can Make People Trust You

Fact #1: Baskerville is a trustworthy font. Experiments show that people are more likely to believe information set in Baskerville, versus text in 

Georgia, Computer Modern, Helvetica, Comic Sans or Trebuchet. So, why Baskerville? Cornell University professor David Dunning thinks Baskerville 

has a British sense of formality and solemnity that enhances its credibility.

Fact #2: Fancier fonts are associated with more skill in certain professions; in one study, diners who received menus with fancy fonts assumed the 

chef had more skill. Diners who received menus with simpler fonts did not attribute as much skill to the chef. But…

Fact #3: These study results do not mean fancy is necessarily the best way to go. The same researchers found that when people were giv en a task, 

those who got fancy fonts estimated the task would take nearly twice as long.

Bottom line: use fancy fonts wisely!

Dyslexic? Try Helvetica

Fact #4: If you're dyslexic, you're probably better off reading material set in Helvetica rather than, say, Comic Sans. If you prefer Courier, Arial, 

Verdana or Computer Modern Unicode, the good news is that those fonts should be relatively easy for you to read too. In short , look for sans-serif 

fonts with distinct letter spacing, line spacing of at least 1.5—and mind that the Ps and Qs are not merely the same letter facing a different direction.

Debates on Legibility

Fact #5: Serif typefaces are not necessarily easier to read, despite what one stereotype might purport. The fact is that pretty much any mainstream 

font is legible and easy to read for a huge majority of people. Whether the font is serif or sans -serif seems to be a nonissue.

Twins Separated at Birth?

Fact #6: Although Roboto appears more similar to Helvetica than Montserrat does, participants in one study were more likely to mistake Montserrat 

for Helvetica. While the reasons are not exactly clear, people are pretty good at telling font differences in very short amou nts of times.

The Personality of Fonts

Fact #7: The top three fonts to reach people who have stable personalities are Times New Roman, Arial and Cambria; compared with Impact, 

Rockwell Xbold and Georgia for assertive people, and Gigi, Kristen and Rage Italic for creative types.

Fact #8: The same study as the one linked above shows that people attribute personality to fonts, except for Modern Display and Monosp aced, 

which are the font equivalent of wallflowers.

It's worth your time to experiment with various fonts to see which best matches the personality of your target audience. Even among similar fonts, 

one may connect noticeably better.

Eco-friendly?

How to create fonts

From idea to typeface: How are fonts 
designed?
September 27, 2018, by Johannes Neumeier 

Typeface designers regularly face questions about how fonts are created, and rightly so 
I would think. It is fairly understandable for this obscure profession to appear somewhat 

mystifying to the vast majority of people —most folks have probably never even pondered 
the existence of a font or where it might come from. And truth be told, even for many 
professionals in the fields of design or publishing the process of shaping and producing a novel 
font is a small enigma. 
What’s your process like? Fonts are created on the computer, right? How do you come 
up with ideas for a new font?
In this short article I share my personal perspective as type designer and describe some 
general as well as some idiosyncratic approaches to designing fonts. The fact is, like 
with most design work, the ways to shape a typeface are as varied as there are 
typefaces. Some processes and steps follow a natural logic, while others might be 
entirely dependent on the project or design team and how they work together. The 
following tries to answer this recurring question on a conceptual level and in terms of 
design process and approach. So let’s steer clear of the more mundane technical 
production aspects and start where it all begins: Ideas. 

In the beginning there was an idea

Quick and iterative experimenting with shapes — when sketching for new ideas the quality of the drawing is secondary. 

What counts is rapid innovation.Nothing starts from nothing and type design, too, springs from 
ideas. How to generate ideas is an entire science in itself, but my personal approach 
lives from sketching on paper. The fidelity of sketches can vary from drawing the 
skeleton shapes of individual letters all the way to carefully mocking up entire words on 
paper, over and over. Before working on something you could even call a font, sketches 
are the basis from which those ideas grow. Clearly, a commissioned typeface and one 
created for retail purposes vary in some respects, especially how defined the brief for 
this new typeface is. But even with the more or less clear starting point that often comes 
with bespoke or custom projects, much of this remains the same. When drawing new 
letters, there is a whole array of things that can inspire how the shapes will be formed. 
Many designs start with historical references and the visual sensations they offer, be it 
truthful revivals or simply reviving an interesting approach. Others spring from use 
cases for where and at what size a font could be applied to. Often these simple 
constraints can be enough of a friction point to innovate and experiment. And 
somewhere between the aforementioned approaches lies general experimentation with 
forms and shapes. A specific mood or overall expression can be a viable starting points, 
just as the more concrete challenge of how a certain interesting shape might be made 
to work in the context of other letters. Simple experimentation by sketching small 
sample letters that have one particular feature can be used to try and gauge their 
viability when the same shapes are applied to other glyphs. Often by accident these 
explorations lead to interesting discoveries, from which an idea then develops, bit by bit. 
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one may connect noticeably better.

Eco-friendly?

Fact #9: Eco-fonts may not actually be saving money. While Ecofont won a design award in 2010, a University of Wisconsin study indicates that the 

fonts, including Ecofont Vera Sans, use more toner and ink than Century Gothic, a light and regular font.

Reading Speed

Fact #10: For optimal reading speed on the web, keep fonts at 10 points and above. Arial, Verdana, Georgia and Times New Roman all do equally 

well as far as reading speed goes.

Use Fonts Wisely

As these facts show, fonts can be your best friend or your worst enemy. Use them wisely, and don't be afraid to experiment —and to conduct studies!

From <https://creativemarket.com/blog/10-fascinating-scientific-facts-about-fonts> 

Type magazines

Examples

Online Printed

Michael Bierut + Jessica Helfand | The Observatory 

Episode 115: Thick and Blunt

Debbie Millman | Audio 

Lisa Congdon

On this episode, a conversation with artist and illustrator Lisa Congdon about getting 
started creatively.... 
Steven Heller | Essays 

Let’s Give Thanks for Books About Magazines

If you love print magazines and bemoan their demise Steven Heller has seasonal gift 
suggestions for you.... 
Jessica Helfand + Ellen McGirt | Audio 

S7E7: Daniella Zalcman

Daniella Zalcman is a documentary photographer and the founder of Women 
Photograph.... 
Debbie Millman | Audio 

Saeed Jones

On this epsiode, a conversation with poet Saeed Jones about his memoir and about 
memory.... 
Michael Bierut + Jessica Helfand | Audio 

Episode 114: Kids Today

Painting on photographs, artists v. designers, the Monumental Cemetery of Staglieno, 
Richard Hollis designs for the Whitechapel.... 
Steven Heller | Essays 

The Return of Spitting Image’s Savage Puppet Satire

“Now you and I know very well satire only scratches the surface ... That may not be 
much ... but it is something ... It beats the hell out of swearing at the TV set.”... 
Jessica Helfand + Ellen McGirt | Audio 

S7E6: Courtney Cogburn

Courtney Cogburn is a professor at the Columbia School of Social Work and the co-
creator of 1000 Cut Journey.... 
Debbie Millman | Audio 

Malcolm Gladwell

On this episode a conversation with Malcolm Gladwell about why it is so easy to be 
fooled by dishonest people.... 
Debbie Millman | Audio 

Steven Heller

On this episode of Design Matters with Debbie Millman, a conversation with Steven 
Heller, about the long and troubled history of the swastika.... 
Steven Heller | Essays 

The Novel That Took Me Down Jojo’s Rabbit Hole

Steven Heller interviews the author of "Caging Skies", the novel the new film Jojo 
Rabbit is based on.... 

Observed | November 21
The icons of our popular culture depicted as ancient ruins. (via James I. Bowie) [BV]

Observed | November 14
“Other bad films fascinate because they define an area of heroic obsession, horrifically 
misapplied. The heroism and the misapplication are inseparable. Anyone can commit himself 
body and soul to a clearly formulated project of obvious importance or quality, but to throw 
your last dollar, your last scrap of energy, into something ill-conceived and absurd from the 
beginning: That takes a human being.” Phil Christman on the reasons we watch bad movies. 
[BV]

Congratulations to Côte d’Ivoire-based artist Joana Choumali on being the first photographer 
from the African continent to be awarded one of the world’s most prestigious photography 
prizes, the Prix Pictet. [BV]

Observed | November 13
We are very excited for the next chapter of The Great Discontent and send all our 
congratulations to Hugh Weber and the TGD community: we look forward to new stories and 
new journeys. [BV]

Observed | November 12
Gorgeous redesign of The Atlantic by Peter Mendelsund and Oliver Munday. [MB]

Observed | November 11
Out TODAY, Jessica Helfand’s FACE: A VISUAL ODYSSEY from MIT Press. From Chuck Close, it’s 
“Everything you ever wanted to know about the face, plus lots you never knew you would want 
to know—and a few things you wish you didn’t. A must-read as well as a treasury of images.” 
[BV]

Observed | November 05
Flo Ngala’s photographs of Figure Skating in Harlem celebrate young skaters of color. [BV]

Observed | November 04
#BreakingNews: FACEBOOK goes all-caps (but the app will stay lowercase). (via James I. Bowie) 
[BV]

Observed | October 24
The meaning, and enduring appeal, of seashells. (via James I. Bowie) [BV]

Observed | October 08
The renaissance of the Friends logo. (via James I. Bowie) [BV]

Observed | September 30
Max Hirshfeld shares his parents‘ poignant Holocaust love story through photographs, letters, 
and text. [BV]

Observed | September 19
Our dear friend Rob Walker has a new column, Off Brand, for the new Medium business 
magazine, Marker. He kicks off with which tech companies need a Black Mirror unit that 
focuses on how products can be misused, and design accordingly. [BV]

Watch Charles and Ray Eames put their 1969 spin on one of the world’s oldest toys. [BV]

From <https://designobserver.com/> 

From <https://www.creativereview.co.uk/landing-page/the-conversation-issue/> 

From <https://bashooka.com/inspiration/typography-in-magazine-book-designs/> 

From <https://bashooka.com/inspiration/typography-in-magazine-book-designs/> 

From <https://www.creativereview.co.uk/work/type-notes-typography-magazine-fontsmith/> 

From <https://www.typemag.org/post/good -vanilla> 

Magazine called TYPE (!)

https://www.typemag.org/issues/

From <https://typography.guru/directory/magazine/typographica -r200/> 

Sketches can vary in fidelity from simple line drawings to fully rendered and detailed ink drawings — this set of 
numbers lies somewhere inbetween and is an exercise in applying the same shapes and construction logic to an variety of 

glyphs.For my personal process the general habit of drawing often, ideally twice a day, is 
essential. These do not have to be long sessions, but the idea is to do it often and with 
a fresh mind that is open to new approaches. It is through these sessions that recurring 
patterns of interest form. From one day to the next a similar visual idea can be 
approached anew when it offers something of interest to explore. This might be 
deliberate, returning to yesterday’s sketches, or by accident, when a collection of 
shapes is subconsciously at the tip of your fingers. 

Pen & paper
Clearly, not every type designer’s process is the same, and I have come to notice that I 
prefer to work “analog” for quite some time before turning to the computer. There is a 
few reasons for this. Least of all, it is sitting long hours in front of a computer, day in, 
day out. In contrast to that, working with pencil or brush on paper, the sheer joy of 
making marks that instantaneously manifest into shapes is something to cherish. It is at 
the same time spontaneous as it is calculated, and thus offers the chance for 
innovation. Meaning to draw a glyph a certain way and actually drawing it like 
envisioned are two different things. When ink (or graphite) meets paper, hand and eye 
have as much a say in what is happening as the idea on the designers mind. This can 

fail — which is okay, or might even yield interesting results. But more often than not working 
with the actual physicality of a shape is stimulating new ideas simply by taking shape. 

Understanding the relationship between writing and type design is essential. A brush written capital like this S

illustrates how serifs form and where the character’s natural stroke contracts and expands.Working with actual 
writing tools has another reasoning behind it, though, and this one is of a more logical 
nature. Ever since movable type was invented some 500 years ago it has mimicked the 
written word — in fact, the first typefaces’ quality was judged by how well they imitated scribal 
handwriting. This might feel far removed from the plenitude of styles seen in digital fonts 
today. Constructed sans serifs, angular or otherwise unnatural display types, or even old-style 
Antiquas do not possess a handwritten feel to them at first glance. Throughout the 
development of type, however, fonts echo how we write and the materials we write with. 
Sometimes this imitation is done by actually trying to look handwritten and irregular, other 
times the connection to the written heritage is ingrained in the font through the conventions of 
how letters are constructed and written out. Characteristics like the think or thin or steep or 
straight of lines often spring from how those shapes would look if written by hand with a 
particular writing instrument. Working with actual physical tools helps maintain, 
rediscover and question this connection to handwriting that is so inherently embedded 
in every typeface. Lastly though, and as a professional designer working within the 
constraints of a limited amount of work hours per day, drawing (or writing) by hand is 
simply put fastest. This is a highly personal opinion, since many folks argue for use of 
computer early on in the design to quickly begin working in the eventual medium of 
production (whoops, spoiler). However, iterating the essential shapes of a design 
repeatedly on paper helps materialize a the clear vision that makes consequent digital 
work determined rather than inquisitive. Or in other words: If I know how I will draw a 
letter, I can easily draw it again in the digital domain. It helps to comprehend what is the 
logic of how a certain shape is constructed and how it will look. This in turn is essential 
for actual typeface design — the designing of a coherent whole where every glyph should 
have similarity in heritage to all the others. 

Rodeo with bezier curves
If, like myself, a designer is not prone to start a new font right away in a font editing 
program, there inevitably comes the step from analog to digital. For designs that 
encapsulate the very mannerisms of writing, like calligraphic or brush scripts, digitizing 
actual sketches seems a pragmatic approach. For most other type design, the eventual 
shapes in the editor will be very much removed and more clean than any drawing, so 
the analog work serves as a reference. There is both benefits and detriments in having 
actual artwork as a blueprint when drawing the vector curves and points into a letter 
shape. Without it, sometimes the right tension of curves or other proportions get 
distorted when re-drawing on an empty digital canvas. However, using a sketch as 

basis might equally be misleading — sticking too closely to the drawing might result in mis-
shapen results between several drawings and letters, and eventually there will be glyphs that 
have not been sketched at all. 

Various iterations of the same glyph. Left: Initial sketch defining the basic flow of the shapes. Center: High fidelity 

rendering in ink, corrected with white out. Right: Actual digital curve points.After extensive sketching and 
digitizing some letters the following is easily one of the most exciting and vivacious 
times in the design process of a typeface. With a few digital characters in place the real 
shape finding can set about. With the very basic letters of our alphabet (and, in fact, 
other script’s alphabets just as like) the essential task is to make something new, while 
keeping the shapes close enough to established shapes and convention to be readable. 
Type design is not, or rarely, a matter of coming up with fancy new ways of how to 
construct a letter. Such efforts are often gimmicky and they stand out like a sore thumb, 
and a pretty useless one at that. Type design really is about how to infuse the various 
combinations of letters with a unique aesthetic while also sticking to the basic forms of 
those glyphs that readers recognize. Thinking of type design as crafting the voice of a 
text is a pretty accurate metaphor. 

Type design is only half designing the shapes, the other half is designing the negative space between the letters. In 
view here is Constant Bold viewed in the Glyphs App font editor with Mark Frömberg’s Blindfold plugin. Just as it is 
important for the letters to appear of even weight and their strokes being equally thick, it is important that the negative 
space in their counters (the insides in letters like A, B, P or R above) and between the letters to appear even and 

balanced without huge gaps or too tight spots. At this stage, the design evolves only slowly in 
number of actual glyphs. Unlike you might imagine, starting to draw out the entire 
alphabet is not very useful at the beginning of this process. In fact, letters that feature 
shapes that form parts of other letters, like H, O, V, n, o and v, are the ones to focus on. 
Since typefaces are somewhat modular systems in which one letter is related to the 
another, defining the most atomic of letters with the most essential shapes is equally 
defining the overall appearance of the font. How tense are curves, how much does the 
thickness of strokes vary, how dark are the letters against the light of the page, and how 
tightly do they sit together in all four directions? While it is easy to just cut and paste an 
o and n into d and b and q and p, there is little value in doing this early on. Shapes will 
change, and the insight gained from multiplying the same shapes to more letters is little. 
Conversely, trying to figure out other more unique letters (within the shapes of all letters 
of the alphabet) like a or s or g helps further find what makes a font tick and 
differentiates it from the thousands of fonts already in existence. 

A font is more than the sum of its letters
When a fair amount of letters have been shaped in their essential forms, fitting them 
together to words is where the actual work of designing a typeface takes place. How the 
various shapes of different glyphs affect each other and the space around and in-
between them is where a well designed font is more than simply the sum of its letters.
Often what looked good by itself does not work well when used in the context of other 
words. Some glyphs might look too busy, others too bland. Finding the right harmony of 
shapes is something that also draws on a lot of passive background knowledge of visual 
culture. Drawing a letter s its terminals might take any number of shapes. However, it is 
not just a matter of how those pure shapes look like by themselves, but what we as 
readers have come to associate as visually belong together and forming a harmonious 
and uniform font. A type designer has a lot of referential knowledge to draw on in this 
regard. Such subliminal judgment of how well shapes harmonize is the outcome of 
looking at letters — a lot. And the focus is on looking, not reading, because this is a crucial 
difference. Browsing through old foundry specimens, insatiably studying every detail of 
letters from books old and new alike, and drawing such letters is what makes type 
designers see letters in a different, more analytical way. It is the details which regular 
readers do not even realize are there that get shaped at this stage. 

The various weights from Thin to Heavy of the Constant typeface viewed overlayed on top of each other. As the 
weight grows, the letter becomes wider, strokes thicker, and the counter-shapes smaller, yet the same basic 
construction is retained. However, for bolder weights not all shapes grow equally. You can see how the serifs at the 
baseline grow more towards the inside than towards the outside, whereas the crossbar grows equally in the vertical 
direction. This helps to maintain an even appearance and retain the unique nature of the typeface across all weights. 

Yet keep in mind, that a font is really just one particular style of a typeface. And in the 
days of physical type, this used to even refer to only just one particular size. Be that as 
it may, fonts, now and then, rarely come by themselves. There is more beyond the 
stylistic coherency among the glyphs of one font. Next come considerations of how a 
typeface works as a family of fonts. Related in shape or style, the concept of a font 

The anatomy of the letter

The skill of a type designer lies in the art of subtlety. A smidgen of extra stroke thickness can result in a completely different impression of the heaviness of a body of text. Poorly designed 

letters can appear as blemishes in the text. Letter shapes that have been used for centuries cannot simply be altered withoutaffecting the complete picture. And we have not yet mentioned 

the habituation – or actually the conditioning – of the letter. In the past, radical changes in typography (in newspapers, for example) provoked some very serious reactions from the readers.

The designer of typefaces intended for use as body types should be aware of this and should design right down to the finest details in form and counter form, in the black letter and the 

white space around it. 

Back to top

The design process

In this chapter we will investigate the margins available to the designer and study the form of the letter in detail. The number of different typefaces currently available is thought to be 

around 50,000 to 60,000. Is it then really necessary to design even more new types?Well, the same question could also be asked about the design of a new chair or a new musical 

composition. The times in which we live will always play a part in this process by applying different demands and awakening new expectations. The desire for innovation and change is 

always present.

Back to top

The first capitals
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From <https://eyemagazine.escosubs.co.uk/eye-subscriptions.htm> 

The various weights from Thin to Heavy of the Constant typeface viewed overlayed on top of each other. As the 
weight grows, the letter becomes wider, strokes thicker, and the counter-shapes smaller, yet the same basic 
construction is retained. However, for bolder weights not all shapes grow equally. You can see how the serifs at the 
baseline grow more towards the inside than towards the outside, whereas the crossbar grows equally in the vertical 
direction. This helps to maintain an even appearance and retain the unique nature of the typeface across all weights. 

Yet keep in mind, that a font is really just one particular style of a typeface. And in the 
days of physical type, this used to even refer to only just one particular size. Be that as 
it may, fonts, now and then, rarely come by themselves. There is more beyond the 
stylistic coherency among the glyphs of one font. Next come considerations of how a 
typeface works as a family of fonts. Related in shape or style, the concept of a font 
family is relatively loose and permissive of experimentation. What matters from a design 
standpoint, however, is how members of this family of shapes interact. While it is 
equally fine to simply design a single font, or even one style after another, often a more 
natural process is to consider and shape the relation of different styles. Is an italic or 
oblique a matching partner for this font? How should different weights of one family 
relate to each other when used together? Creation of different font styles often happens 
via interpolation. This means a designer might shape the most extreme styles, like thin 
and heavy, and the computer generates weights in-between by averaging those 
shapes. This simplification makes this sound fairly easy, but designing in a way that the 
progression of interpolations remains an even for the entirety of the charset of a font 
can be a challenge. Especially since quality (Latin script) fonts often well over 500 
glyphs each. Fairly often, though, designing a family also is conceptual work. Simply 
adding styles for the sake of it is rather ignorant. In contrast, deciding what kinds of 
styles to design and offer to typographers and designers actually expresses what a 
typeface was designed for. Take a display typeface for headlines, as example. When 
the fonts are designed to be used for a few words at a time, does it make sense to 
design an italic — a style used for highlighting? 

Testing, and then more testing
At the same time this stage requires testing, a lot of testing. Over and over viewing 
glyphs in different words, in different paragraph settings, with different line heights, at 
different sizes. It all adds up to judging the aesthetic quality of a design. I have heard it 
said that a type designer is only as good as his or her testing documents. And I could 
not agree more. This means various types of text. Some general in nature, others 
designed to specifically test, for example, numbers or punctuation marks. And 
languages: It is an odd sensation to describe accurately, but the same typeface looks 
different when typesetting different languages. 

Same font size, leading and column width: Languages look differently. Set in Jozef Regular: Left: English — shorter 
words emphasize space between words, there is no diacritic marks and capitals are sparse, the overall text appears lighter. 

Center: Polish — the recurrence of diagonals in letters like w, y and ł together with kreska-accented characters makes the 

text more lively, long ascenders of frequent y and j protrude below the baseline more. Right: Finnish — double 
consonants like kk, tt and ll convey an entirely different rhythm, ä and ö diacritic marks make the line of text more noisy 

above the x-height.At first testing helps primarily with design decisions, but it gradually turns 
into a quality assurance measure. Especially the process of spacing a font and defining 
its spacing exceptions, so-called kerning, is something that can only be truly judged with 
real words and text. But testing is not only an after-thought, something to do when the 
font is “finished”. Testing is designing a typeface. By looking at the shapes of letters, 

words and text — and making choices based on that — you are designing a typeface. This 
process is highly iterative, and requires a tenacious nature. As mentioned before, typefaces are 
modular in nature. Fine tuning one parameter, say x-height, might actually affect the line 
spacing a font requires. Changing one thing means going back and rechecking others, again and 
again. 

Reviewing and correcting print outs of Quell before the typeface was eventually published.Even after countless 
hours of tweaking and modifying the shapes it comes down to a well-known industry 
truism, namely that are typefaces are never really finished. Depending on the extent 
and care a typeface requires, this process can stretch anywhere from weeks to months 
or even years for more involved multi-script projects. At the end of this process, 
however, comes a point of having to let go and sending a font out into the world. In this, 
too, the digital age is drastically affecting how type is designed and released. While type 
once cut and cast in lead were for the most part a done affair, fonts quite regularly 
receive updates nowadays. Typefaces have their charsets expanded with new glyph or 
script additions, or new styles get added to develop the usefulness of a family. At the 
same time even digital fonts are no longer just installed once, but subscription services 
and cloud delivery make it comparably easy to issue updates on the fly. Considering 
how some typeface classics from even the easiest days of type design history are 
perpetually reinterpreted and revived, one statement remains more true than ever: 
Typefaces are never really finished. To the users of type I hope this little process 
description could convey at least a glimpse into the work that goes into shaping letters 
into fonts. If there is other aspects of typeface design that interest you, feel free to leave 
a comment here or on twitter @underscoretype. Naturally, I am also curious to hear 
about other typeface designer’s workflows, let’s talk! 

From <https://underscoretype.com/2018/09/27/from-idea-to-typeface-how-are-fonts-designed/> 

Back to top

The design process

In this chapter we will investigate the margins available to the designer and study the form of the letter in detail. The number of different typefaces currently available is thought to be 

around 50,000 to 60,000. Is it then really necessary to design even more new types?Well, the same question could also be asked about the design of a new chair or a new musical 

composition. The times in which we live will always play a part in this process by applying different demands and awakening new expectations. The desire for innovation and change is 

always present.

Back to top

The first capitals

The Roman inscriptional capitals, the mother of all western capital or majuscule scripts (see also the chapter ‘The Roman andthe Roman Empire’), have a geometric construction with a 

square base.

Back to top

The Adobe Trajan shown above, which was designed by Carol Twombly and is based on the inscriptions on Trajan’s Column, shows the geometrical construction method used to draw on the stone 

before the cutting began.

L’histoire se répète

With the invention of printing presses and the subsequent growth in the production of printed material, a uniform grey tone within a body of text and optimal legibility became more and 

more important. Type designers as well as printers – who certainly in the early days were responsible for good typography – became more aware of the details of type. There followed a centuries-long 

continual stream of new typefaces onto the market.

Back to top

Three letters are shown above. This illustration functions as a quick reference from the beginnings of western type design, with Imperial Roman capitals (Trajan), via Bodoni (here the Classico by 

Franko Luin) and then to Linotype Compatil Exquisit – a journey spanning almost 2000 years of (seriffed) type design.

The lowercase letter

Lowercase letters did not exist in Roman times. There is therefore no historical reference for these small letters such as there is for the capitals. The handwritten, vertical square capitals 

and the rustic capitals written with a slanting quill were the starting points for the development of the uncial, the half uncial and the Carolingian minuscule.

Back to top

The examples shown above illustrate that capitals are mostly heavier than lowercase letters. They also show that the x-height of sans-serifs is usually larger than in serif letters. Of course there is 

an exception to every rule. The weight of the capitals and lowercase letters in TheSerif and the TheSans is as good as equal.

Classification according to form and construction

Depending on their form and construction, the 26 characters of the alphabet can be arranged into groups, whereby a distinction is made between a group for the capitals and a group for 

lowercase letters.

Back to top

What you measure is not what you see

As can be seen above, many different forms and constructions must be taken into account when designing a new type. An important visual correction is the extrusion of curved (and 

protruding) forms past the baseline and top line. This also applies to vertical alignment between curved and straight forms.

Back to top

A number of corrections have been applied to the oval and rectangular shapes above. The first oval has the same width and height as the rectangle next to it, yet the oval seems smaller and 

appears out of line with the rectangle (even though it actually lines up perfectly). The second oval has been visually corrected, both in width and height. The diagram on the second line shows that 

equal white space between the shapes in the middle does not appear the same. A visual correction has been applied to the bottom example.

A visual correction is also needed for the distance between letters. It is not possible to simply place letters next to each other with equal spacing between them. The letters must be altered 

to a uniform ‘visual’ white space. This means that the white space between the letters should appear the same.

The word ‘minimum’ appears above in Avenir by Adrian Frutiger. The letter spacing is uniform because all the letters are vertically defined. It is a good way to determine an acceptable amount of 

letter spacing in the early stages of a new design, which can subsequently be applied to the less clearly defined letters. Inthe trade this is called ‘fitting’ the type.

The first letters

Each type designer has her or his own way of working toward the creation of a new typeface. As well as the H, O, n, l, o and p, Dutch type designer Gerard Unger also likes to include the 

R, a and g in his first design sketches.Alongside this unique working method, there are also a number of facts to take into account during the design process. A square appears to be 

square only if it is drawn 1% wider and the same is true for circular forms. To make a circular form appear the same size as a square, it should extend an extra 2% to 3% on each side. The 

point of a triangle appears to line up with a square only if it extends 3% further. These are of course just indications. Thedefinite measurements are completely dependent on the design 

and the designer’s eye.

Back to top

The Monotype Perpetua shown above is a Transitional in Vox+. It has an almost vertical to vertical axis. The lowercase letters are slightly thinner than the capitals and the capitals have a greater 

thick-thin contrast.
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The Monotype Perpetua shown above is a Transitional in Vox+. It has an almost vertical to vertical axis. The lowercase letters are slightly thinner than the capitals and the capitals have a greater 

thick-thin contrast.

The letter ‘o’

This letter appears simple in construction. Looking at Futura, this could quite easily be true, but even the construction of this version is not exactly geometric. The circles and ovals have 

been visually corrected in the ‘corners’ and curves.

Back to top

The letter ‘l’

Just as the letter ‘o’ is defining in the form of the curves in a type design, so is the lowercase ‘l’ defining in the thickness of the stem. Just as with the curves, it does not follow that 

everything with a similar form is equal in thickness, but it is a starting point for similar forms.

Back to top

The examples above show that there are numerous options for the design of the top serif of the ascender and the proportions of the x-height. The letter ‘l’ forms the basis for many letters, making 

the design of this letter very important for the overall look of a typeface.

The letters ‘c’ and ‘e’

When the proportions, contrast, maximal curve thickness and thickness of the stem have been defined, the related forms can then be designed. The logical steps from the ‘o’ are the ‘c’ 

and ‘e’.

Back to top

The terminals of the ‘c’ are the most varied in shape, ranging from the clearly visible form of an old-fashioned pen stroke to the clean lines of a teardrop shape. 

The capital ‘C’ in italic and regular superimposed. Left: Stempel Garamond with an italic that is visibly different from the roman. Right: Rotis, whereby the roman is similar in appearance to an italic 

as it leans forwards slightly.

Rounded letters with a stem

Four letters of the alphabet – the ‘d’, ‘p’, ‘b’ and ‘q’ – appear quite simply to be a blend of the ‘o’ with a vertical stem. The ‘p’ looks like a rotated version of the ‘d’ and likewise the ‘q’ a rotated ‘b’. But 

this could not be more wrong. Even the most geometric typefaces contain subtle differences. The greatest differences can be seen in the seriffed types.

Back to top

In the overview above, the characters appear to be mirror images of each other. Wrong! With Bodoni it seems as if two lettershave been merged into one, while with the Joanna each letter has its 

own characteristic shape.

Letters with ‘legs’

There are four letters which are directly related to each other because they all stem from one letter: the ‘n’. These are theletters ‘n’, ‘h’, ‘m’ and ‘u’. The letter ‘r’ can also be included in this 

group because it, perhaps a little generalised, can be seen as a cut-off ‘n’, in the case of the sans-serifs at least.

Back to top

Three outsiders

The ‘a’, ‘s’ and ‘g’ require a depth of knowledge and skill from the type designer – not only to design them in line with the rest of the typeface but also because the curves must be balanced and 

fluent. While geometrically rounded shapes form a good basis for the design of the letters ‘o’, ‘e’ and ‘c’, these letters are more complicated than a simple circle. Designs elements similar to the other 

letters must be incorporated into these letters.

Back to top

The ‘a’ consists of a bowl and curves. The closed bowl is slightly higher than the middle of the letter. The connection of the bowl with the stem can be formed in many ways.

The ‘s’ contains no straight lines. The roman can be drawn by starting with two circles, one above the other, the lower slightly larger than the upper. The letter therefore has a foundation 

and as such has better visual proportions.

Left is the ‘S’ of Sabon, with narrower proportions than the lowercase version. This is not always the case. The lowercase ‘s’ sometimes has the same proportions as the capital and is sometimes 

relatively wider.

In contrast to the ‘s’, the capital version of the ‘G’ and the lowercase version are constructed in completely different ways. The two-storey version of the ‘g’ is a beautiful and complicated 

construction. It consists of a small ‘o’ with an ‘ear’, and below this a loop which can be drawn either open or closed. The ‘o’ is a smaller version of the lowercase letter (approximately 60 –

70%). The loop can vary widely in nature between different typefaces.

The capital ‘G’ appears to be family of the ‘C’ and the lowercase ‘g’, due to its wealth of shapes, is often called the most beautiful letter of the alphabet. Centaur contains traces of handwriting in the 

‘g’, certainly in the italic. Baskerville has a more similar roman and italic but the italic is clearly narrower. Quay has a businesslike ‘g’ and the width of the italic is similar to the roman.

One-legged letters

The ‘l’, ‘i’, ‘j’, ‘f’ and ‘t’ are letters with a single stem. In terms of construction they are not generally very problematic. The ‘i’ is a shortened ‘l’ with a dot; the ‘j’ is an ‘i’ with a tail.

Back to top

V-shaped letters
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V-shaped letters

It is clear to see that the forms of the ‘w’ and the ‘y’ share constructive similarities with the ‘v’. The construction of the capitals in this group is also the same. Only the lowercase version of 

the ‘y’ includes a tail and the uppercase requires a few adjustments to integrate the stem into the design. The ‘v’ forms of the ‘w’ are made narrower in order to avoid the letter being far too 

wide in comparison to the other letters in the typeface.

Back to top

Although the so-called slanting of a roman typeface is not normally considered standard practice in the design of typefaces, the similaritiesbetween a slanted version of a regular ‘Y’ and the italic ‘Y’ 

are great. To prevent a letter ‘falling over’ the right-hand diagonal of the italic is set more vertical. In general, the letter ‘w’ is clearly visually narrower than the ‘v’.

Diagonal in lowercase and capital

This group includes the letters ‘k’, ‘z’ and ‘x’. The letter ‘k’ is a complex combination of inner and outer forms. It beginswith a vertical stem against which two diagonals come together. The 

letter ‘z’ has a simpler construction than the ‘k’. Two horizontal lines linked by a diagonal. The lowercase version is almost always a smaller representation of the uppercase, but several 

visual corrections are needed in the boldness and proportions. The ‘x’ is a separate case because it consists only of diagonals. To avoid the ‘x’ appearing top heavy, the point at which the 

diagonals meet is positioned slightly above the vertical middle point of the letter and/or the upper part of the letter is drawn a little narrower than the lower section whereby the white space 

of the upper part is smaller than the lower.

Back to top

The design of the italic versions of both the ‘k’ and the ‘z’ can be very different, sometimes because the letter spacing of a basic serif would be too large and sometimes because the italic was 

traditionally a completely different typeface. The diagonals of the capitals and lowercase letters are usually not placed at the same angle.

Although the ‘X’ of the sans-serif Frutiger at first glance appears to consist of two diagonal strokes of equal thickness, the strokes actually become narrower towards the middle and the construction 

consists of four separate strokes, different in weight and placed irregularly in relation to each other.

Figures as components of a typeface

Figures are important components of a typeface. If numbers are used often in a body of text, they can have a significant influence on its legibility. This is why several variations are included 

in more recent typefaces, especially typefaces designed specifically for annual reports. As such, the graphic designer can bein possession of tabular figures, proportional old style figures 

and ‘monospaced’ old style figures as well as fractions and specially designed small figures for use in footnotes, superscripts and subscripts.

Back to top

Scala by Martin Majoor was in 1988 one of the first digital typefaces that, for reasons of practicality, included old style figures as the default. The tabular figures (lower line of the upper diagram) can 

be found in the small capitals style (Scala-Caps).

From type to font

The previous chapter detailed the first stage of a type design in which each character is carefully studied and adjusted until unity of form and ‘colour’ of all characters is achieved. Although 

the designer has already put letters together to test how they combine in a word or block of text, creating a font for a computer is a labour-intensive task. The individual characters are 

merely the start of the process.

Back to top

The road to a font

Logistically, the production of digital type can be divided into three stages: Step 1 is the design phase; step 2 is the editing phase for digitising the design, composing the glyph databases, 

adding letter spacing and producing a kerning table; and step 3 is for hinting bitmaps and creating font formats.

Back to top

Step 1: the design phase

The first sketches of a new type design are still frequently made manually on paper. In some cases each letter is fully drawnby hand. In that case, they can be digitised using a digitiser, a 

kind of mouse with a magnifier that can very exactly transfer points in the drawing to a computer. Another possibility is to use the auto-trace function to have the software trace the outline 

from a scan. A letter can also be directly drawn on the computer, often with the help of a scan of the sketch (a template).

Above, a screen dump from the FontLab programme. The letter ‘G’ is shown with selected letters on either side to help the designer compare mutual proportions.

Step 2: the editing phase

In this phase, the characters are aesthetically and technically optimised. Curves can be subtly changed and anchor points canbe moved by means of coordinates so they exactly match 

comparable positions of other characters. Subsequently, a glyph database is generated with all the characters that the designer wants to use.

Above, a Demos glyph database in Mac OS Roman. The names are indicated above the glyphs. The letter ‘n’ is selected for editing.

Step 3: hinting and producing fonts

To use the font, one must format it for various platforms like PC and Mac. In this phase, any hinting that is needed is also included. Hinting is defining bitmaps for low resolution rendering, 

usually on monitors and displays.

Above, typical font software windows. The largest character is that being edited, with anchor points, positions of the logo, the character or glyph database with the selected letter and the 12 pt 

bitmap letter in the hinting palette.

Interpolation of other variations

Interpolation is often used to create the big type families that are becoming more and more common. Interpolation is a methodof generating intermediate forms between two existing 

masters, for instance a regular and a bold or extra bold. 
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Letter spacing

The space between letters can be called functional white. This means that it partly influences the overall image of the typeface and the way it behaves in a printed text. In font software, 

letter spacing is determined by establishing the white space (spacing) on either side of the letter.

Back to top

Kerning

In the metal era letters in combinations like We, LT and Ty could be moved closer together to close the gap in their spacing only by physically shaving or cutting away part of the metal 

shank of the piece of type (a process called ‘kerning’). Now the software can easily move them as close as we wish. To adjustthe spacing of these specific combinations, kerning values 

are generated for each problematic pair. These are the exceptions to the standard letter spacing. It is a very precise and time-consuming job. The construction of a good kerning table 

takes a lot of testing and adjusting.

Examples of important kerning pairs are:

Av Aw Ay Ta Te To Tr Tu Tw Ty Ya Yo

Wa We Wo we yo AC AT AV AW AY FA LT LV LW LY OA OV OW OY

PA TA TO VA VO WA WO

YA YO

Examples of combinations with punctuation marks are:

A’ L’ P, P: D, W, V. V, f. r, ’t ’s ’” 

Back to top

A text set in metal type and printed letterpress, from Typefoundries in The Netherlands (1978) set in Jan van Krimpen’s Romanée. Although the typography and typesetting are sublime, there is a 

clearly visible wide space in the ‘We’ letter combination. This problem can be solved by kerning, easier in digital type thanin metal type.
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Above, spacing in the digital Garamond Premier Pro. The letters merge, as it were, into one another. Ligatures like the ‘fi’ are made to suit the standard letter spacing, but with wider or narrower 

spacing their use is not recommended.

Word space and other spaces

For most typefaces, the word space is slightly smaller than the ‘bounding box’ of an ‘i’, or a fourth of the font size(also called a fourth em space). As italics are often narrower, their 

‘bounding box’ is a fifth of an em space. The width of an em has the same value as the body size. For a 12 pt letter, the em space is 12 pt.

Back to top

Word space for Bodoni Classico and the white spaces of a few punctuation marks.

Digital formats

Type designers and typographers from the letterpress era had only just begun, reluctantly and full of apprehension, to get used to designing for phototypesetting equipment when the next 

technological revolution revealed itself: setting type using a computer. And all that in only one lifetime! For most of the somewhat older tradesmen from the metal type era, this revolution 

proved just too much: They didn’t learn how to design for and with computers. After all, the five-century-long evolution to the ultimate, triumphant stage in the mastery of this technology 

had won great respect and admiration. They had conquered an extremely difficult technique and the resulting aesthetics largely rested on an illusion of effortlessness. These aesthetics 

were laid down in special formulas, rules and manifestoes, in which ‘readability’ and ‘optimum legibility’ were key concepts.Designing a bookface reflecting these concepts had become the 

consecration of a type designer’s profession. 

Back to top

The phototypesetter

The first step after the metal type era was photographic typesetting. The application of computers in typesetting came about after the time, following the metal type era, in which characters 

were projected onto photosensitive film or paper via a xenon flash tube, like slides to a screen. This form of type production was a very slow process, for it was still a mechanical 

composition system and the characters had to be projected one by one. As a result, production left much to be desired, even though the flash tube itself was much faster than lead 

composition.

Back to top

From analogue to digital

The breakthrough came with the use of the cathode ray tube. The cathode ray tube is incidentally also used for projecting an image on the inside of the screen of a conventional television 

and the now old-fashioned CRT computer screens. The first cathode ray tube machines scanned analogue images of the letters and converted themto an electrical charge on the tube 

surface, which then functioned as an electronic memory. The storage was limited but the letter images could be enlarged or reduced by using lenses, and they were then transmitted to 

photosensitive material. The advantage of this technique was its speed. The second generation of cathode ray tube machines already stored the letterforms only as digital data in memory 

that was used to construct the letters rendered visibly on the cathode ray tube.

Back to top

Laser exposure

At the end of the 1970s, the first laser exposure machines appeared on the scene. The laser was much more refined, faster andproduced more light than the cathode ray tube, which 

made it possible to switch from halftone paper to light-sensitive paper with a larger contrast. These first generation machines were only used to expose plain texts that then had tobe 

physically assembled into a page. The next step involved the introduction of machines that were able to expose the whole page.

Back to top

Hollander, a 1983 typeface by Gerard Unger, is inspired by seventeenth-century Dutch types such as those of Christoffel van Dijck. This is mainly visible in the generous proportions, the large x-

height and the thick-thin contrast.

Font formats

In the previous chapter on producing type, the last step was to convert the font to a format that can be used in software andfor output devices like laser printers, but also, for instance, on a 

screen. Some have been briefly discussed in the previous chapter and will now be described in more detail.
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PostScript

This language is designed for describing a page in image points. The RIP (Raster Image Processor), that was by this time already commonly used, is, simply put, an image point calculator 

that belongs to a certain imaging device and is only suitable for its resolution. What was special and innovative about the PostScript language that Adobe developed in 1982 was the 

platform and resolution independent page description. It is properly called a Page Description Language (PDL). PostScript is one of the important reasons behind the rapid development of 

desktop publishing. 

Back to top

A PostScript drawing and a TrueType drawing. They use different formulas to calculate curves. PostScript works with cubic curves whereby the position of the handles and the Bézier control points 

determine the curve. TrueType uses quadratic splines with control points on the ends of the tangents along the curve, as shown on the left.

TrueType

Apple tried to negotiate with Adobe about releasing the Type 1 font technology so licensing fees could be limited and other parties would also be able to produce good-quality typefaces. Of 

course this was partly out of self-interest as Apple was paying licensing fees as well. Apple had already been working on various vector formats for typefaces in the 1980s because font 

technology played, and plays, an important role in the operating system. As Apple and Microsoft had common interests they decided to work on a new format together. The TrueType font 

technology, however, was used in its totality by Apple for its system 7 while Microsoft introduced it in Windows 3.1.

Back to top

QuickDraw GX

QuickDraw is the component in the Mac system that is responsible for the graphic representation on a computer screen. It is part of the Macintosh Toolbox that is stored in the computer’s 

permanent memory (ROM). All Mac software uses QuickDraw to not only display interface elements like windows and menus, but also to display images and typefaces. As such is it also a 

kind of ‘page description language’ that can be used to print on non-PostScript printers as well; think of cheap inkjet printers and simple laser printers.

Back to top

Multiple Master

In the meantime, Adobe introduced a new technology that could be used within the existing PostScript Type 1 format. The Multiple Master format made it possible to create one’s own 

variants (which was in fact already possible in the GX fonts), from extremely thin to extra bold and from narrow to wide. Themaster fonts were drawn as so-called ‘primary fonts’ and the 

variants were generated from these master fonts by the FontCreator programme, which was supplied as part of the package.

Back to top

Above Myriad MM, with the Regular indicated in red. In grey, the Light Regular, SemiBold and Bold. In the corners, the primary fonts that serve as the basis for generating the intermediate variants. 

OpenType

After the downfall of QuickDraw GX and the Multiple Master technology, it became clear that connections to existing formats needed to be established – not only to improve typographic 

performance, but also for practical reasons. A system typeface that could service all language versions would save producers of operating systems a lot in logistical terms, but it would also make it easier 

for developers of programme software to create localised versions. Added to this picture is Adobe’s desire to maintain the PostScript format, although it had been rendered obsolete by TrueType. 

Together with Microsoft, Adobe therefore developed the OpenType format. This is effectively an extension of TrueType that also supports the PostScript format. Special about OpenType is furthermore 

that it is ‘cross-platform’; it can be used on both Apple and Windows computers and consists of one file that stores outline, metric and bitmapdata.

Back to top

So-called ‘opticals’ are supplied with Warnock Pro, an OpenType typeface by Adobe. All four variants are depicted below: the Caption for smaller sizes, the Text for normal text sizes, the Subhead 

for sub-headings and the Display for larger headings.
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Leaf through Letter Fountain

From <https://www.letterfountain.com/drawingtofont.html> 

24 Independent Type Foundries That Monotype 
Doesn’t Own
By Jeremiah Shoaf

July 23, 2014 
The type community has been in a bit of an uproar after last week’s news of the 
acquisition of FontShop by Monotype. FontShop’s FontFont library was the 
world’s largest independent collection of original typefaces while Monotype is a 
huge publicly traded company that already owns the Linotype, ITC, Ascender and 
Bitstream type libraries.

11 Modern Independent Type 

Foundries

Joe Flory

Follow
Sep 4, 2018 · 5 min read

I’ve been a big type nerd for longer than I care to admit. You’ll find 
old specimen books dating back to the early 20th century, Font 
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From <https://www.letterfountain.com/drawingtofont.html> 

24 Independent Type Foundries That Monotype 
Doesn’t Own
By Jeremiah Shoaf

July 23, 2014 
The type community has been in a bit of an uproar after last week’s news of the 
acquisition of FontShop by Monotype. FontShop’s FontFont library was the 
world’s largest independent collection of original typefaces while Monotype is a 
huge publicly traded company that already owns the Linotype, ITC, Ascender and 
Bitstream type libraries.
I’ve seen responses ranging from light-hearted jabs about Erik Spiekermann “cashing 
out” to extreme tirades against capitalism.

From <https://www.typewolf.com/blog/independent-type-foundries> 

24) Okay Type
Chicago-based studio of type designer Jackson Cavanaugh.
Popular typefaces: Alright Sans and Harriet.

The font Harriet from Okay Type.

23) HvD Fonts
Germany-based type foundry of Hannes von Döhren established in 2008.
Popular typefaces: Brandon Grotesque and Supria Sans.

The font Brandon Grotesque from HvD Fonts.

22) Colophon Foundry
London/New York City-based type foundry established in 2009.
Popular typefaces: Apercu and Relative.

The font Apercu from Colophon Foundry.

21) TypeTogether
Partnership between type designers Veronika Burian and José Scaglione established in 2006.
Popular typefaces: Adelle and Adelle Sans.

The font Adelle Sans from TypeTogether.

20) Lineto
Swiss type foundry established in 1993.
Popular typefaces: Circular and Akkurat.

The font Circular from Lineto.

19) Mark Simonson
Type designer based in Minnesota.
Popular typefaces: Proxima Nova and Grad.

The font Proxima Nova from Mark Simonson.

18) Milieu Grotesque
Berlin/Zurich-based type foundry established in 2010 by Timo Gaessner and Alexander Colby.
Popular typefaces: Maison Neue and Maison Mono.

The font Maison Neue from Milieu Grotesque.

17) Grilli Type
Swiss type foundry established in 2009.
Popular typefaces: GT Walsheim and GT Haptik.

The font GT Walsheim from Grilli Type.

16) Klim Type Foundry
New Zealand-based type foundry of Kris Sowersby established in 2005.
Popular typefaces: Tiempos Text and Founders Grotesk.

The font Tiempos Text from Klim Type Foundry.

15) exljbris Font Foundry
Netherlands-based foundry of type designer Jos Buivenga.
Popular typefaces: Museo Slab and Calluna.

11 Modern Independent Type 

Foundries

Joe Flory

Follow
Sep 4, 2018 · 5 min read

I’ve been a big type nerd for longer than I care to admit. You’ll find 
old specimen books dating back to the early 20th century, Font 
Bureau and FontFont books from the mid-oughts, the beautiful 
2015 Stick-Toikka Merged Contours release and everything in 
between, on my bookshelves. For as long as I’ve been designing 
I’ve looked to independent type foundries as a wellspring for 
inspiration.
In that spirit, I’ve put together a list of the most forward thinking, 
trend setting, type foundries out there. If you’re a designer, it’s 
important to support innovative type design, so use this list as a 
departure point for your next project, rather than going to the 
monolithic corporate behemoths like Monotype (myfonts.com) or 
Adobe, or grabbing free fonts from Google.
In no particular order:

1. Klim Type Foundry
site: https://klim.co.nz
Klim is a studio of one — Kris Sowersby, a New Zealand Native. 
There’s a great interview with Sowersby from Eye Magazine here. You 

should follow Klim on twitter - always great(and often entertaining) 
commentary about all things type-related. Calibre, Domaine, and 
Tiempos are all typefaces I’ve used on projects in the past.

2. Schick-Toikka
From <https://medium.com/@joeflory/10-modern-independent-type-foundries-597d712c9bbd> 

Examples of Type Specimen Sheets
To gain a more knowledgable understanding of the role of type specimen sheets and what they 
include, I looked at a range of designs which included different font styles and their families in 
various compositions and layouts.

From <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gill_Sans_specimen_sheet.jpg > 
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Netherlands-based foundry of type designer Jos Buivenga.
Popular typefaces: Museo Slab and Calluna.

The font Calluna from exljbris Font Foundry.

14) Just Another Foundry
Germany-based type foundry of Tim Ahrens and Shoko Mugikura founded in 2004.
Popular typefaces: Lapture and Facit.

The font Lapture from Just Another Foundry.

13) Darden Studio
Brooklyn-based studio founded by Joshua Darden in 2004.
Popular typefaces: Freight Text and Freight Sans.

The font Freight Sans from Darden Studio.

12) A2-Type
Type foundry set up by the London-based design studio A2/SW/HK in 2010.
Popular typefaces: Regular and Battersea Slab.

The font Battersea Slab from A2-Type.

11) TypeTrust
Los Angeles-based design studio and type foundry of Silas Dilworth.
Popular typefaces: Heroic Condensed.

The font Heroic Condensed from TypeTrust.

10) DSType
Portugal-based type foundry established by Dino dos Santos in 1994.
Popular typefaces: Acta Display and Leitura News.

The font Leitura News from DSType.

9) OurType
Belgium-based type foundry established in 2002 by Fred Smeijers.
Popular typefaces: Arnhem.

The font Arnhem from OurType.

8) P22 Type Foundry
New York-based type foundry established by Richard Kegler and Carima El-Behairy.
Popular typefaces: P22 Underground.

The font P22 Underground from P22 Type Foundry.

7) Typotheque
Netherlands-based type foundry established in 1999 by Peter Biľak.
Popular typefaces: Plan Grotesque and Fedra Serif.

The font Plan Grotesque from Typotheque.

6) Process Type Foundry
Minnesota-based type foundry established by Eric Olson in 2002.
Popular typefaces: Colfax and Maple.

The font Maple from Process Type Foundry.

5) Commercial Type
A joint venture between Paul Barnes and Christian Schwartz, who have worked together since 
2004. They publish their own fonts as well as fonts designed by an international team of 
collaborators. 
Popular typefaces: Graphik and Atlas Grotesk.

Share this:

From <https://lpvisualthinking.wordpress.com/typeface-poster/type-specimen-sheets/> 

From <https://harriwren.com/type-specimen-sheet> 

What’s Trending in Type 
Site of the Day•
Font Recommendations & Lists•
Lookbooks•
Guides & Resources•
Blog•
About•
Typography Resources

A comprehensive collection of the best typography resources from around the web—including the best typography blogs, books, tools and learning resources for 2019.

Learning Resources
Flawless Typography Checklist →
My own typography course that was over a year in the making. Used by the internal design team of a large social media company, in the design curriculum of a major university and by 
designers all over the world

Professional Web Typography →
A free online book (although you should donate if you find it useful) that covers the fundamentals of web typography.

The Elements of Typographic Style Applied to the Web →
A summary of Robert Bringhurst’s typography-bible The Elements of Typographic Style and how it applies to the web.

Fontology →
A complete curriculum on the typographic arts structured as a workbook.

History of Western Typography →
A Wikipedia article about the origins of Western typography. Highly recommended reading for all designers.

Typoguide →
A nice overview of everyday typographic challenges.

Typeface Anatomy & Glossary →
A glossary of common typography terminology.

Typedia →
The encyclopedia of typefaces.

The History of Typography Animation →
A complete history of typography in a 5 minute paper-letter animation.

Foundries & Type Designers
205TF →
French type foundry established in 2017. See Louize. 

A2-Type →
Type foundry set up by the London-based design studio A2/SW/HK in 2010. See Regular and Battersea Slab. 

AlfaType →
Italian type foundry established by Joseph Miceli in 2006. See Bianco Sans and Bianco Serif. 

Avondale Type Co. →
Chicago-based type foundry established in 2013. See ATC Harris and ATC Ripley. 

Blaze Type →
French type foundry established by Matthieu Salvaggio in 2016. 

Bold Monday →
Dutch type foundry established by Paul van der Laan and Pieter van Rosmalen in 2008. See Nitti and Nitti Grotesk. 

Briefcase Type Foundry →
Prague-based type foundry established by Tomáš Brousil and Radek Sidun. See BC Falster Grotesk. 

Camelot →
German type collective established by Maurice Göldner, Katharina Köhler and Wolfgang Schwärzler. See Graebenbach. 

Colophon Foundry →
London/New York City-based type foundry established in 2009. See Apercu and Relative. 

Commercial Type →
A joint venture between Paul Barnes and Christian Schwartz, who have worked together since 2004. They publish their own fonts as well as fonts designed by an international team of 
collaborators. See Publico and Atlas Grotesk. 

Dalton Maag →
Type foundry established in 1991 with offices in London and Brazil. See Aktiv Grotesk and Effra. 

Darden Studio →
Brooklyn-based studio established by Joshua Darden in 2004. See Freight Text and Freight Sans. 

The Designers Foundry →
Global type collective established by Daniel McQueen in 2012. See Morion and Gordita. 

Dinamo →
Swiss type foundry established by Johannes Breyer and Fabian Harb. See Favorit and Ginto. 

DSType →
Portugal-based type foundry established by Dino dos Santos in 1994. See Acta Display and Leitura News. 

Emigre →
American type foundry established by Rudy VanderLans and Zuzana Licko in 1984. See Mrs Eaves and Filosofia. 

exljbris Font Foundry →
Netherlands-based foundry of type designer Jos Buivenga. See Museo Slab and Calluna. 

extrabrut.shop →
Type division of French design studio Bureau Brut founded in 2017. See Traulha. 

Fatype →
Berlin-based type foundry established by Anton Koovit and Yassin Baggar in 2012. See Baton and Beausite. 

Font Bureau →
Boston-based type foundry established in 1989. See Benton Sans and Miller. 

FontFont →
Berlin-based type foundry established by Erik Spiekermann and Neville Brody in 1990. See FF Meta Serif and FF Tisa. 

Fort Foundry →
Athens, Georgia-based type foundry established by Mattox Shuler in 2013. See Industry and Abolition. 

Foster Type →
Sydney-based type studio of Dave Foster. See Blanco. 

Frere-Jones Type →
Brooklyn-based type foundry established by Tobias Frere-Jones. See Mallory and Exchange. 

Good Type Foundry →
Norwegian type foundry established by Kenneth Knutsen in 2016. See Adieu and Opposit. 

Grilli Type →
Swiss type foundry established by Noël Leu and Thierry Blancpain in 2009. See GT Walsheim and GT Haptik. 

Hoefler & Co. →
New York City-based type foundry formerly known as Hoefler & Frere-Jones. See Gotham and Sentinel. 

House Industries →
American type foundry established by Andy Cruz and Rich Roat in 1993. See Neutraface and Eames Century Modern. 

HvD Fonts →
Germany-based type foundry of Hannes von Döhren established in 2008. See Brandon Grotesque and Supria Sans. 

Indian Type Foundry →
India-based type foundry established by Satya Rajpurohit and Peter Biľak in 2009. See Poppins and Rajdhani. 

Jump to search 

Former type Defunct

Industry Type foundry

Founded Chicago, Illinois, United States, 1873

Defunct 1933

Headquarters Chicago, Illinois, United States

Key people Oswald Cooper, Will Ransom, Robert Wiebking, Sidney Gaunt

Barnhart Brothers & Spindler Type Foundry
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler Type Foundry was founded as the Great Western Type Foundry in 1873. It 
became Barnhart Brothers & Spindler ten years later. It was a successful foundry known for innovative type 
design and well designed type catalogs. Oz Cooper, Will Ransom, Robert Wiebking, and Sidney Gaunt all 
designed for BB&S. It was bought out by American Type Founders in 1911 with the proviso that the merger 
would not take effect for twenty years, so that the employees would have a chance to find new work or retire 
over time. The foundry was finally closed in 1933. 

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barnhart_Brothers_%26_Spindler> 

From <http://luc.devroye.org/ext19.html> 

From <http://census.typographica.org/ > 

From <http://census.typographica.org/> 

From <http://census.typographica.org/> 

Type Navigator: the Independent Foundries Handbook. (Images from Gestalten and Kombinat)

From <http://census.typographica.org/> 

Specimen books
9One publication about small-scale foundries that I’d like to mention quickly is the Indie Fonts series, 
published by P-Type Publications in 2002, 2003, and 2007. These books function solely as typeface 
specimens of roughly twenty foundries each, but do not offer much insight into the type industry 
beyond corroborating that the first decade of the century witnessed a proliferation of small designer -
led type firms and that, consequently, there is an abundance of typefaces to choose from. Richard 
Kegler, James Grieshaber, and Tamye Riggs. Indie Fonts 2: A Compendium of Digital Type from Independent Foundries . 
Buffalo, N.Y.: P-Type Publications, 2003.

10Type Navigator: the Independent Foundries Handbook by Jan Middendorp and TwoPoints.net 
specifically takes on the subject of “independent” digital foundries. It became available in September 
2011, after I had embarked on this study, and confirmed that this subject was one of interest and 
currency. It showcases more than fifty foundries chosen on “a loose set of criteria: variety in stye and 
focus, quality, originality and overall ‘interestingness’” and ends with a useful list of foundries. Jan 
Middendorp and TwoPoints.net. Type Navigator: The Independent Foundries Handbook. Berlin: Gestalten, 2011.

The book’s preface was valuable for me to look at because it presents, in broad strokes, an 
actualized view on the state of the industry. It starts by pointing out type’s popularity today: “Type is 
the subject of hundreds of publications each year, it is a favorite among design students and is a 
theme of even more conferences and seminars.” The web and social networks have helped make 
this trend even more visible, but distribution has been the most drastic change that has allowed 
many type designers to venture out on their own, creating one - or two-person foundries.

Another aspect touched upon is the broadening of the customer base beyond design professionals: 
“Managers of small companies, scrapbookers, amateur designers of leaflets and invitations” are 
interested in using special typefaces for setting text.

11The authors also compare today’s type world with the music world. Both have in common “majors” 
and “indies”. Most “major” foundries have been bought by Monotype (Agfa type division, ITC, 
Linotype, Ascender, FontShop), while practically all “indie” foundries are generally run by small 
staffs, regardless of the foundries’ influence and size of their libraries. It is therefore hard to 
differentiate small and large companies in the digital age; perceived size no longer relates to the 
number of employees or products.

From <http://census.typographica.org/ > 

Final thoughts
137As illustrated by Jan Middendorp and TwoPoints.net in Type Navigator: the Independent 
Foundries Handbook, type foundries can assume a variety of forms. So a more focused approach 
certainly could have been used in this study. Only larger, more established foundries could have 
been analyzed, for example. Or, I could have concentrated on one-person foundries. Or “full-time” 
foundries could have been prioritized. The idea, though, was to obtain a big picture of the industry; 
therefore, I included all foundries while taking into account their differences when necessary.Based on 
chosen criteria.

While gathering my research, it was obvious that women made up a tiny percentage of founders. 
This is the subject of a different discussion, but the statistic was so glaring that I couldn’t help but 
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The font Graphik from Commercial Type.

4) Dalton Maag
Type foundry established in 1991 with offices in London and Brazil. 
Popular typefaces: Aktiv Grotesk and Effra.

The font Aktiv Grotesk from Dalton Maag.

3) Village
Brooklyn-based co-op with member foundries located around the world.
Popular typefaces: Balto and Ogg.

The font Ogg from Village.

2) Font Bureau
Boston-based type foundry established in 1989.
Popular typefaces: Benton Sans and Miller.

The font Benton Sans from Font Bureau.

1) Hoefler & Co.
New York City-based type foundry formerly known as Hoefler & Frere-Jones.
Popular typefaces: Gotham and Sentinel.

The font Gotham from Hoefler & Co.

These are 24 of the best independent type foundries out there whose work that I admire. I’m 
sure there are many other small foundries releasing high-quality typefaces. If there are any 
other notable foundries I should add to the list, please let me know in the comments below.

From <https://www.typewolf.com/blog/independent-type-foundries> 

5) Commercial Type
A joint venture between Paul Barnes and Christian Schwartz, who have worked together since 
2004. They publish their own fonts as well as fonts designed by an international team of 
collaborators. 
Popular typefaces: Graphik and Atlas Grotesk.

The font Graphik from Commercial Type.

4) Dalton Maag
Type foundry established in 1991 with offices in London and Brazil. 
Popular typefaces: Aktiv Grotesk and Effra.

The font Aktiv Grotesk from Dalton Maag.

3) Village
Brooklyn-based co-op with member foundries located around the world.
Popular typefaces: Balto and Ogg.

The font Ogg from Village.

2) Font Bureau
Boston-based type foundry established in 1989.
Popular typefaces: Benton Sans and Miller.

Grilli Type →
Swiss type foundry established by Noël Leu and Thierry Blancpain in 2009. See GT Walsheim and GT Haptik. 

Hoefler & Co. →
New York City-based type foundry formerly known as Hoefler & Frere-Jones. See Gotham and Sentinel. 

House Industries →
American type foundry established by Andy Cruz and Rich Roat in 1993. See Neutraface and Eames Century Modern. 

HvD Fonts →
Germany-based type foundry of Hannes von Döhren established in 2008. See Brandon Grotesque and Supria Sans. 

Indian Type Foundry →
India-based type foundry established by Satya Rajpurohit and Peter Biľak in 2009. See Poppins and Rajdhani. 

Just Another Foundry →
Germany-based type foundry of Tim Ahrens and Shoko Mugikura established in 2004. See Lapture and Facit. 

Klim Type Foundry →
New Zealand-based type foundry of Kris Sowersby established in 2005. See Tiempos Text and Galaxie Copernicus. 

The League of Moveable Type →
An open-source type foundry with collaborators from all around the world. See Raleway and Sorts Mill Goudy. 

Letters from Sweden →
Swedish type foundry established by Göran Söderström. See Eksell Display and Trim Poster. 

Lineto →
Swiss type foundry established in 1993. See Circular and Akkurat. 

Luzi Type →
Swiss type foundry established by Luzi Gantenbein in 2013. See Beirut and Buenos Aires. 

Mark Simonson →
Type designer based in Minnesota. See Proxima Nova and Grad. 

Milieu Grotesque →
Berlin/Zurich-based type foundry established in 2010 by Timo Gaessner and Alexander Colby. See Maison Neue and Maison Mono. 

Monokrom →
Norwegian type foundry established by Frode Bo Helland and Sindre Bremnes. See Satyr and Vinter. 

New Letters →
German type foundry established by Armin Brenner and Markus John in 2015. See Tilde. 

Okay Type →
Chicago-based studio of type designer Jackson Cavanaugh. See Alright Sans and Harriet. 

Optimo Type Foundry →
Swiss type foundry started by Gilles Gavillet and David Rust. See Theinhardt and Stanley. 

Or Type →
Icelandic type foundry established by Guðmundur Úlfarsson and Mads Freund Brunse in 2013. See Separat and L10. 

OurType →
Belgium-based type foundry established in 2002 by Fred Smeijers. See Arnhem and Fakt. 

P22 Type Foundry →
New York-based type foundry established by Richard Kegler and Carima El-Behairy. See P22 Underground. 

Playtype →
Danish type foundry. See Berlingske Serif. 

Process Type Foundry →
Minnesota-based type foundry established by Eric Olson in 2002. See Colfax and Maple. 

Production Type →
Paris-based type foundry established by Jean-Baptiste Levée. See Granville and Columbia Sans. 

Revolver Type Foundry →
German type foundry established by Lukas Schneider in 2017. See Damien and Dinamit. 

RP Digital Type Foundry →
London-based type foundry established by Radim Peško. See Larish Neue and Fugue. 

Schick Toikka →
Berlin/Helsinki-based type foundry established by Florian Schick and Lauri Toikka in 2010. See Noe Display and Dia. 

Sharp Type →
New York City-based type foundry established by Lucas Sharp and Chantra Malee in 2015. See Ogg and Sharp Grotesk. 

Swiss Typefaces →
Swiss type foundry established by Maxime Buechi, Ian Party, Emmanuel Rey and Lucie de Palma. See Simplon and Euclid Flex. 

TIGHTYPE →
German type foundry established by Fabian Fohrer and Fabian Huber in 2015. See Fabrik and Moderat. 

Type Supply →
Baltimore-based foundry of Tal Leming. See Balto and Torque. 

TypeTogether →
Partnership between type designers Veronika Burian and José Scaglione established in 2006. See Adelle and Adelle Sans. 

TypeTrust →
Los Angeles-based design studio and type foundry of Silas Dilworth. See Heroic Condensed. 

Typotheque →
Netherlands-based type foundry established in 1999 by Peter Biľak. See Plan Grotesque and Fedra Serif. 

Village →
New York City-based type co-op founded in 2005. See Galaxie Copernicus and Galaxie Polaris. 

Purchasing & Hosting Fonts
Adobe Fonts →
Formerly known as Typekit, the entire Adobe Fonts collection is included with all Creative Cloud plans. Everything is available for both desktop and web use (with unlimited pageviews). 
Check out a list of my favorite fonts available on Adobe Fonts.

MyFonts →
The largest collection of fonts on the web. Buy web fonts and host them yourself with their self-hosted kit.

FontShop →
Another huge selection of fonts. Owned by Monotype, the parent company of MyFonts.

Fonts.com →
Another Monotype-owned property with a big selection of fonts.

Fontspring →
Doesn’t have as big a selection as MyFonts but has very friendly licensing terms for both desktop and web.

Cloud.typography →
Hoefler & Co.’s web font service. Starts at $99/year, with your choice of five font families included.

Type Network →
A collective of independent type designers and foundries. Much of their library isn’t available in the Monotype-owned shops.

Fontstand →
Rent fonts monthly for a fraction of the retail price and then own forever after 12 months (web fonts included).

Google Fonts →
Google’s free web font hosting service. Some excellent options available such as Work Sans and Space Mono.

Typography Blogs
Typographica →
A review of new typefaces and commentary on typographic design.

I Love Typography →
A blog about all things typography related that’s been around since 2007.

Type Worship →
The blog of 8 Faces magazine curated by Jamie Clarke and Elliot Jay Stocks.

FontShop Blog →
FontShop’s blog featuring font recommendations, typography techniques and inspiration.

Typography Forums
TypeDrawers →
A forum for professionals that requires people to use their real names. Full of thoughtful and meaningful discussions.

Typography.Guru →
Another online typography community—includes latest news and an active font identification board.

Typography Inspiration
Typewolf →
Typography inspiration for the modern web.

Fonts in Use →
An archive of fonts in use in the real world.

Grain Edit →
A blog focusing on classic design work from the 1950s-1970s as well as contempory designers inspired by that time period.

The Dieline →
Packaging design inspiration.

Incredible Types →
A curated collection of nice typography featuring mostly print work.

Typeverything →
Hand lettering inspiration.

Friends of Type →
Another excellent inspiration site featuring mostly hand lettering.

The Book Cover Archive →
Sadly this is no longer updated but it contains a huge archive of 1300+ book covers making it an indispensable resource.

Font Identification
WhatTheFont →
Upload an image and it magically tells you the name of the font—works surprisingly well.

Font Matcherator →
Font Squirrel’s new font identification tool—features a slick and smooth interface, however, the font library it pulls from is somewhat limited.

Fontface Ninja →
A browser extension available for Chrome, Safari and Firefox that lets you identify, try, buy and bookmark fonts on a webpage.

Type Sample →
Install this bookmarklet to identify and save samples of web fonts.

Identifont →
Identify a font by answering a series of questions.

Handy Tools
FontReach →
Displays font usage data from the top one million websites.

Typography Cheatsheet →
Typewolf’s own comprehensive guide to using proper typographic characters, including correct grammatical usage.

Kern Type →
Practice your kerning and see how you compare to experts.

Type Connection →
A typographic dating game that helps you pick perfect font combinations.

Wordmark.it →
Displays preview text using all the fonts installed on your system.

Type Zebra →
Another nice tool for previewing all the fonts on your system.

Typography Books
The Elements of Typographic Style →
If you read only one book about typography, read this one.

On Web Typography →
Jason Santa Maria’s book about how to apply classical typography principles to the web.

The Anatomy of Type: A Graphic Guide to 100 Typefaces →
Stephen Coles’ book will make you better at identifying typefaces.

Thinking with Type: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Students →
Ellen Lupton’s excellent intro to typography.

Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How Type Works →
Erik Spiekermann’s classic book on typography—recently updated with new info on web typography.

Designing with Type: The Essential Guide to Typography →
First released in 1971, this is considered the industry standard typography book. There is also a nice online companion to the book.

The Visual History of Type →
A visual survey of 320 of the most iconic typeface designs from the year 1454 to 2015. My favorite typogaphy book to casually flip through.

I participate in the Amazon Associates program. If you click a link to Amazon and make a purchase, I may receive a commission. ♥ 

Organizations
The Type Directors Club →
An international organization created to support excellence in typography.

ATypI →
Association Typographique Internationale is an international organization dedicated to typography.

The Society of Typographic Aficionados →
An international, not-for-profit organization dedicated to typography and its admirers.

By Jeremiah Shoaf · @typewolf
Typewolf  Tuesday

A short and sweet roundup of the latest type news and typeface releases delivered to your inbox every Tuesday. See the latest sites before they are featured on Typewolf (up to a week in 
advance). 

Curated by Jeremiah Shoaf · @typewolf

The Most Popular Fonts on Typewolf

Final thoughts
137As illustrated by Jan Middendorp and TwoPoints.net in Type Navigator: the Independent 
Foundries Handbook, type foundries can assume a variety of forms. So a more focused approach 
certainly could have been used in this study. Only larger, more established foundries could have 
been analyzed, for example. Or, I could have concentrated on one-person foundries. Or “full-time” 
foundries could have been prioritized. The idea, though, was to obtain a big picture of the industry; 
therefore, I included all foundries while taking into account their differences when necessary.Based on 
chosen criteria.

While gathering my research, it was obvious that women made up a tiny percentage of founders. 
This is the subject of a different discussion, but the statistic was so glaring that I couldn’t help but 
notice it.

In general, I believe that the results of this thesis have added significantly to the currently available 
information on the subject. Nonetheless, this is still just a snapshot of a quickly changing industry: a 
few years from now, will it still be relevant?

One way to ensure relevance is to transform this snapshot into a living document. That is our plan. 
Later this year we’ll update the census with new responses and analysis. You can contribute. 
Contact Typographica with additions and changes to the foundry index. And, if you represent a 
foundry, let us know if you’d like to be included in the next edition of the survey.

From <http://census.typographica.org/conclusion> 
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Popular typefaces: Benton Sans and Miller.

The font Benton Sans from Font Bureau.

1) Hoefler & Co.
New York City-based type foundry formerly known as Hoefler & Frere-Jones.
Popular typefaces: Gotham and Sentinel.

The font Gotham from Hoefler & Co.

From <https://www.typewolf.com/blog/independent-type-foundries> 
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Developing your own brief will inevitably require research and reflection. How will it be 
used: is it for a specific project or personal use only? Is there a problem you might 
solve? How might your typeface fit into a landscape alongside similar designs? What 
makes it unique?
The options are vast. Typefaces have been created, for example, specifically for 
academic texts, to provide better number systems for engineering documents or as a 
one-off for public lettering. Only when you know what your typeface will actually be used 
for can you really get started on the design.

02. Make fundamental choices
There are a number of choices you need to make early on. Will it be a serif or sans -serif 
typeface? Will it be based on a writing implement or be more geometric? Will your 
design be a text face, comfortable at small sizes and suitable for long documents; or will 
it be a display face with an imaginative style that works better a larger size?
It was suggested on the course that designing a sans -serif typeface can be more 
challenging for beginners, because the features that provide these typefaces with their 
identity are much more subtle.

03. Start from scratch
You might decide to start by digitising your own handwriting. This can be a useful 
practice exercise, but because handwriting is so individual, without much 
refinement, your typeface could be restricted to personal use.
You should also avoid basing your design on the outline of an existing typeface. 
'Helvetica with wings' is not going to produce a better typeface or help you develop your 
skills as a type designer. This should go without saying, but I'm told that typefaces like 
these are regularly submitted to foundries (unsuccessfully).

04. Use your hands
Even if you're a Bézier curve master, I'd advocate defining your letterforms by hand in 
the first instance. Articulating certain shapes via a computer when establishing your 
design can be awkward and time-consuming.
Try to create graceful shapes on paper for the first few characters before refining them 
digitally. Further characters can then be constructed on screen by matching key 
features, such as terminal endings and stroke widths.
Note that the hand naturally draws smoother, more accurate curves in a concave arc 
pivoted by the arm and wrist. To take advantage of this, keep turning your paper rather 
than adjusting your position or drawing against this pivot point.

05. Start with 'control characters'
Designing certain characters first can help set the style of your typeface and bring the 
other characters into harmony. These are often called 'control characters'. In a 
lowercase Latin typeface they would be the 'n' and o, and in the uppercase, 'H' and 'O' 
are often used.
On the course I attended, we steadily added to these, building the word 'adhesion', 
which is used for testing the type's basic proportions (though initially, it was 'adhecion' 
leaving the tricky 's' for later).

06. Move to your computer

From <https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/design -your-own-typeface-8133919> 

From <https://www.creativebloq.com/typography/design -your-own-typeface-8133919> 

/news•

/forum•

/learn•
Menu 
20 January 2018/ #Typography 
Designing a font from scratch — and submitting it to Google Fonts in 24 hours

by James Barnard
Designing a font from scratch — and submitting it to Google Fonts in 24 hours

One Day Builds
I’m a huge fan of Adam Savage’s One Day Builds. At the beginning of the day he starts with a 
pile of materials, and ends up holding something that he once coveted ( this one is my favourite).
So with this in mind (and a day off from work), I set myself a challenge…
Create an entirely new font, from scratch, and submit it to Google Fonts in under 24 hours.
I had a couple of letters already sketched out in an old notebook. I wanted to create a tall, sans -
serif, display font that could be used in posters, or large scale artwork. In my early days at 
Men’s Health, I would have to use fonts like ‘Tungsten’ or ‘ Heron’, which were terrible for chunks 
of body copy, but amazing when used in headlines, or for promotional material (which was my 
main job there). This was the style I set out to create.

(Very) rough sketches. Ugh.

1pm, Wednesday
I went straight to Adobe Illustrator with the two or three letter styles I had sketched out. I set up 
five grid lines on my artboard, one each for the descender line, baseline, x -height, cap height 
and ascender line. I then decided on a width for the capital letters, and from there, the thickness 
of the stem (e.g. the width of the letter I).
I did a lot of research on letter proportions and ratios, and actually measured some existing 
fonts, working out how the lowercase letters should relate to the caps. From here, I made some 
rules:
X-height = 2 × height of ascender/descender.•
Stem width = 1/4 capital letter width•
Lowercase width = 3/4 capital letter width•

If you're serious about creating a typeface design, then you'll need some solid resources to get started. Learn effective typ eface 
design workflows, how to take an initial spark of an idea from sketch, through Illustrator, into Fontlab, and then work your creation 
into a complete and custom font design. Here are multiple tutorials that show you how to create fonts in Illustrator and Font lab, 
and you can also dive into articles that describe the foundation of quality type design with ample inspirational examples.

Typeface and Font Design Tutorials

Designing a Typeface, With Illustrator and FontLab, from Start to Finish - Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3 

In this three part series Jesse Hora shows us how to design a typeface. He begins in Illustrator and works his way through to
FontLab. Learn to find inspiration, utilize geometry to craft letters that work well together, vector your alphabet, and then bring it 
into Fontlab. You'll learn typographic terminology, the basics of constructing lettering, as well as intermediate to advanced detail, 
such as working with kerning pairs. This is a great series to get started with typeface font design. 

From <https://design.tutsplus.com/articles/13 -important-resources-for-learning-how-to-design-typefaces-and-full-fonts--vector-5260> 
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Letterwerk•
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Swiss Typefaces•
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From <http://type-foundries-archive.com/> 

Modern Swiss type Foundries
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The rules, illustrated.

From here I created the letters O and B first. I made a decision that any letters that would 
usually have curves, would have a rounded corner instead. Most letters would be a tall block 
shape, but with letters like O, B and D, the edges with curves would have rounded corners.
The outside corner would have a 12mm radius, and the inside had 6mm. With these rules 
agreed, plus a height for my crossbar (across the letter H) I started churning out my capital 
letters.

My font was very simple, but with one defining ‘flourish’, if you will. Any aperture, which is the 
opening in a letter, like the cut in the letter C, or the end of any arc, like the curved end of the 
letter J, would be cut at an angle. The hardest letters here were G and K.
With the CAPS completed, I moved on to the lowercase letters. This was undoubtedly harder, 
but with my rules agreed upon, it was just a case of churning through them. I used a lot more of 
my ‘flourishes’ here, especially at the end of the ascenders and descenders. The letters f, g, a
and e were the trickiest, as they were completely new styles.

9pm, Wednesday

I was now moving on to some of the extra glyphs, like the question mark and exclamation mark. 
My pace picked up, and before bed I had managed to work up around 35 of them.

Thursday morning
In the morning, I completed the numbers 0 to 9 pretty quickly, and then began to actually create 
the font file.
This was completely new territory. Ian Barnard, a calligrapher pal on twitter (with my surname), 
recommended a program called Glyphs, which you can download for a free 30 -day trial.
I downloaded Glyphs Mini and watched a couple of tutorial videos, then realised I’d set up my 
illustrator file completely wrong. So I had to paste each character in manually and scale it up to 
match the guides in the app.

10am, Thursday
With my characters in place, I went about spacing and kerning the letters. This part was 
incredibly time consuming. There are a series of keyboard shortcuts in this app which you 
absolutely must master before setting out on this. And before starting the kerning process, you 
have to get your letter spacing as close as possible to how you want the file to look.
Apparently as a rule of thumb, measure the width of the counter of the letter O (the hole in the 
middle) and divide that by three. That is the spacing distance you should start with on the left 
and right side of your letters.

11am Thursday
With the spacing set up (accounting for wider letters like M and W) I started kerning. This was a 
massively painstaking process. I visited this website, and pasted in their example kerning text.
Using the keyboard shortcuts ( use this tutorial) I plodded through and adjusted kerning groups 
for every single distance that didn’t look right to me. The obvious ones are between V and A, but 
there are so many letter pairings within that example copy that I wouldn’t have thought of.
Once complete, I converted the kerning text to all caps and did the whole thing again, to pair the 
capital letters.

12:59pm Thursday
I exported my font and converted it to a .ttf file ready to submit to Google. With quite a few 
glyphs still missing (like square brackets and copyright symbols), I was certain that it wouldn’t 
be accepted. I also didn’t have time to include the multitudes of accents required for full 
language support.
It’s not the greatest of fonts, but it wasn’t bad for my very first go. And considering I had to teach 
myself how to use the Glyphs software from scratch, and it was completed in a single day, I was 
pretty proud!

The name?
Odibee Sans
…pronounced “oh-dee-bee”. My very own ‘One Day Build’ (ODB).

Afterword
I submitted Odibee Sans to the Google Fonts team back in May 2017, and as it stands the font 
is still in their pipeline to be added. The team quite rightly suggested that I should spend some 
additional time on the font to refine the design (although they admitted that this was against the 
spirit of the project).
With this in mind I spent an additional day on the font. I have since added all the extra glyphs (I 
think) required for extended latin support. I also made some major changes to around 30 of the 
glyphs, including new styles for the letters (caps) S, B, R, and lower case s, c, y, a, e, r, f, t, p, q 
and j, as well as a couple of number tweaks.

On top of this, there are now more than 1500 kerning pairs, which has made a massive 
improvement to the typeface.
And I made a website! odibeesans.com
The site was also made in a day using Adobe Muse. More on this here.

Thanks for reading! I’d love to read about any projects you may have tackled in one day. It’s 
quite an effective technique, if you can spare the time (God bless the freelance lifestyle)!
If this article was helpful, tweet it or share it. 

Posted on October 16, 2016 by Tom Ewer in Tips & Tricks | 21 comments
How to Create Your Own Font (In 6 Simple Steps)

With packages such as Google Fonts and Typekit collectively offering thousands of different fonts, there is almost 
a countless amount options for choosing the right font for your specific project. However, you’re still only limited to 
selecting a font that someone else has created. There are various motivations for wanting to create your own font, 
and similarly lots of options for doing so.
This article will take you on a step-by-step journey through creating a custom font with intermediate-level software. 
We’ll also offer suggestions for some less technical options, as well as more advanced alternatives. However, before 
that, let’s figure out why you’d want to create a font in the first place.
Why Create a Custom Font?

Font creation can become very technical, time-consuming, and expensive – so it’s worth figuring out how deeply you 
want to dive before you start. The intended use of your font will help decide how much time and financial investment you want 
to put into its development.
If it’s just for fun, a basic font creation tool such asa handwriting converter could be all you need. If it’s for a specific 
project, you may want to take the time to learn some vital techniques, and also use more sophisticated software. This 
is the route we’ve taken throughout this piece.
Finally, if you’re creating a font that’s intended for use by others, you’ll likely need to invest a lot more time in the 
development process, and spend money on some professional software.
Some Basic Tools for Getting Started

PaintFont (Free): This service enables you to turn your handwriting into a font by filling out and scanning a 
template.

1.

FontStruct (Free): Using FontStruct, you can create your own font using geometrical shapes.2.
Fontself ($49): This enables you to turn hand drawn characters into fonts within Adobe Illustrator, and will soon 
be compatible with Adobe Photoshop.

3.

Metaflop (Free): This tool enables you to customize basic fonts by adjusting a simple set of parameters.4.

Before we dive into the tutorial, let’s take a look at some basic tools for those who simply want to have fun creating a 
custom font. These solutions can also be a good jumping off point for becoming familiar with some of the 
technicalities of font creation:

Metaflop’s design interface is colorful and minimalist.
Now we’ve looked at the simpler options for creating fonts, let’s move onto the more technical method.
How to Create Your Own Font (In 6 Simple Steps)

If you’re a little more serious about creating a unique font, and want more customization options, there are several 
free tools to choose from. However, before we get to the software itself, there are a couple of introductory steps we 
need to take. Let’s tackle each in turn.
Step #1: Outline a Design Brief

Will your font be project specific, or have a broad application?1.
Will that application require a large or small font size?2.
Do you want the basic font type be Serif or Sans Serif?3.
Have you come across any fonts you could use for inspiration?4.

This is the most important step in the font creation process. As with any design project, it’s imperative that yououtline 
your objectives from the outset. Here are some potentially important questions to ask when creating your own design 
brief:

Once you have the answers to these questions, you can then move onto planning outyour font’s design.
Step #2: Start on Paper

While it can be tempting to go straight to your software, many professional font tutorials advise that the early design 
work should be done on paper. Trying to create the shapes that represent your vision could potentiallybe awkward 
and time-consuming on a computer, and putting pen to paper is often easier and quicker to begin with.

You don’t need to draw a full character set – recommended ‘control characters’ are often “H”, “n”, “o” and “y”.1.
Mark out the baseline and other important height lines to use as a guide.2.
Look at other fonts to see where shapes are repeated within a character set.3.
Moving the page, instead of your hand, will allow you to create smoother curves.4.

Here are a few useful tips for creating letters on paper:

There are plenty of handy graphics on the web to help understand the terminology you’ll need.
For more information on creating letters on paper, you can check out this tutorial from Tuts+.
Step #3: Choose and Install Your Software

For intermediate typography design there are a number of free applications available, and it’s important to choose 
one that feels comfortable to use, and has the required functionality to get the job done. Here are some of our 
favorites.
1. FontForge

FontForge is an open-source font editor with a huge amount of online documentation to guide you through the design 
process. While the design interface can be a little intimidating at first, once you get used to it FontForge is a powerful 
tool for creating beautiful custom fonts. You can start from scratch using the available tools, or upload images of fonts 
to use as a starting point.
2. Birdfont

Birdfont is slightly more intuitive than FontForge, so it may be a better option for anyone looking to get started 
quickly. As with FontForge, you can start your font from scratch using the editor, or upload images as a starting point. 
However, while there are tutorials available, Birdfont doesn’t offer the same depth of supporting information 
as FontForge. Birdfont is free for creating fonts under the SIL Open Fonts License, but requires a donation of $5 or 
more for commercial use.
3. Glyphr Studio

While the above two tools are desktop-based, Glyphr Studio is strictly web only. As for ease of use, Glyphr Studio 
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Thanks for reading! I’d love to read about any projects you may have tackled in one day. It’s 
quite an effective technique, if you can spare the time (God bless the freelance lifestyle)!
If this article was helpful, tweet it or share it. 

Happy holidays from freeCodeCamp.org.
Become a monthly supporter of freeCodeCamp.org. Or make a tax -deductible year end 
gift. Every little bit helps. 
Support freeCodeCamp
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From <https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/designing -a-font-from-scratch-and-submitting-it-to-google-fonts-in-24-
hours-152a30c57095/> 

While the above two tools are desktop-based, Glyphr Studio is strictly web only. As for ease of use, Glyphr Studio 
falls in-between the other solutions on this list. It’s slightly more intuitive than FontForge, and offers more of an 
aesthetically pleasing design interface than both alternatives. Glyphr Studio also comes with a decent amount of 
support documentation, though it’s not as in-depth as that of FontForge. In addition, while this tool doesn’t give you 
the option to upload an image, you can upload font files to edit further.
While all of these tools have similar offerings, in the end it comes down to a matter of preference.You could try two 
(or even all three) to see which you are most comfortable with. In any case, it’s worth reading throughFontForge’s 
support documentation, just to get a good idea of the overall scope of the software.
Step #4: Start Creating

Once you’ve installed your software, you’re ready to start creating your font. Depending on your software choice you 
can start from scratch, upload images of your paper drawings, or upload a font file for editing. Once you have your 
control characters translated, you can expand to include letters, numerals, and other characters.

Glyph: Each individual character within a font is considered a glyph.1.
Baseline: The invisible line on which all of the font characters sit.2.
Ascender line: The invisible line at which ascenders begin.3.
Ascender height: The height of the upward vertical stroke on letters such as “h” and “k”.4.
Descender depth: The depth of the downward vertical stroke on letters such as “p” and “y”.5.
Stem: The main vertical stroke of a letter such as “F” and “T”.6.
Bowl: The closed rounded part of letters such as “b”, “d” and “o”.7.
Bézier curve: A parametric formula used to model smooth scalable curves.8.

This part of the process can be quite lengthy to begin with, as each piece of software will have its ownlearning curve. 
However, once you start getting the hang of things, the process should speed up fairly quickly. To help get you up to 
speed, here is some of the terminology you’ll need to become familiar with at the start:

We’ve barely scratched the surface here, but if you’re a visual person (likely if you’re creating your own font!), 
this diagram from Thinking with Type shows some of the font anatomy we’ve just discussed, and more:

Thinking with Type’s font anatomy diagram is a vital resource for beginner designers.
Step #5: Refine Your Character Set

Pay attention to the spacing and kerning of the letters by combining a series of them during the process.1.
Test out various sizes for each character, especially if the application of your font has the potential to be broad.2.
Print your work regularly throughout the design process, as seeing things in print often makes it easier to spot 
subtle mistakes.

3.

During the font creation process, it is easy to focus solely on the individual characters. However, it’s also important to 
consider how the font will look as a whole when refining them. Here are a few tips to keep you on track while refining 
your character set:

At this point, you’re almost there! You’ve designed your font, chosen and got to grips with your software, translated it 
to a digital format, and refined it to perfection. All that’s left now is to upload it.
Step #6: Upload Your Font to WordPress

Once you’ve finished your custom font, you’ll probably want to start using it. If the intended use for your font is on 
your own WordPress website, there are a number of upload methods available. The simplest is to use a font plugin, 
one of the most popular being Use Any Font:

This plugin automatically converts your font files, extracts the CSS code, and embeds it into your theme’s files. It 
supports TTF, OTF, and WOFF files, and once uploaded the font will be available for use in WordPress. This plugin 
is free for a single font conversion, but a donation of $10 or more will let you convert an unlimited number.
If you’d rather not use a plugin, another option is to add you own CSS code. Firstly, you’ll need to use a font 
generator such as Font Squirrel or Transfonter to obtain the necessary code. You can then add this code to your 
theme’s style.css file. Going deep on this is outside the scope of this piece, but there are plenty of available 
guides on the web to guide you.
Advanced Tools for Professionals

If you’re looking to go even deeper with custom font creation, and want to create fonts for wider usage, there are a 
number of advanced tools available. FontLab Studio, FontCreator, Glyphs, and Robofont are some popular options 
for professional typographers.
Finally, if you’re interested in increasing your typographic knowledge, there are a plethora of wonderful resources to 
be found all over the web, each focused on creating fonts. To get started, check out the content at sites such asI 
Love Typography, Thinking with Type, and Creative Bloq.
Conclusion

Even with the multitude of fonts available, you may still find that none are suitable for your WordPress website. The 
solution in this case is to crack out the stationery and create your own. By following the steps above, you can create 
your own beautiful custom font to use on your website, or in other projects.

Outline a design brief.1.
Start sketching control characters on paper.2.
Choose and install your software.3.
Start creating your font.4.
Refine your character set.5.
Upload your font to WordPress!6.

Let’s recap them quickly:

Have you ever attempted to create your own font, and how did you fare? Let us know in the comments section below, 
and don’t forget to subscribe so you can follow the conversation!

Article thumbnail image by Undrey / shutterstock.com.
Robi Erwin SetiawanOctober 16, 2016 
I prefer to use some fonts which are used by popular social media webs.
Dalton PattersonOctober 17, 2016 
Tom, Fontself has created an amazing plug-in for Ai that allows you to create your own font. Check it out: 
https://creativemarket.com/fontself/761404-Fontself-Make-fonts-in-Illustrator
Great Article, Thanks for share amazing post, I will try this !

From <https://www.elegantthemes.com/blog/tips-tricks/create-your-own-font> 

Swiss design History

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321598612
_Mapping_the_Grid_of_Swiss_Graphic_Design_A_Review_of_Swiss_Graphic_Design

Die ersten Basler Buchdrucker

Das junge Handwerk des Buchdrucks war im Basel des 15. Jahrhunderts eine freie Kunst. Das hiess dass für die Drucker kein Zwang bestand sich einer bestimmten Zunft 
anzuschliessen, wie dies bei den meisten Gewerbetreibenden der Fall war. Somit war das Druckerhandwerk auch keinen gewerblichen Vorschriften und Einschränkungen unterworfen, 
welche die Zünfte ihren Berufsleuten auferlegten. Damit bot Basel dem Buchdruck reizvolle Freiheiten die gute Geschäfte versprachen.

Begünstigend auf die positive Entwicklung des Buchdruck wirkte auch die gut etablierte Papierherstellung in Basel. Sie wurde im Jahr 1433 durch den reichen Ratsherrn Heinrich 
Halbisen (ca 1390-1451, auch Halbysen oder Halbeisen) mit der Einrichtung der ersten hiesigen Papiermühle vor dem Riehentor begründet. [1] Ihm folgten die aus Piemont 

eingewanderten Brüder Anton und Michel Gallizian (auch Gallician oder Galliziani), die aus ihrer Heimat Erfahrung im Papiermachen mitbrachten.

Sie betrieben 1452 am Rümelinbach vor dem Steinentor und am Gewerbekanal im St.Alban-Tal Papiermühlen. [2] Diese Papiermacherei war ein wichtiger Nährboden für das Gedeihen 

des Buchdrucks in der Stadt. Hinzu kam dass Basel eine geographisch günstig gelegene Handelsstadt war, was den Vertrieb von Druckerzeugnissen erleichterte. Auch mag die 1460 

gegründete Universtität eine Rolle gespielt haben, an der einige der Basler Buchdrucker des 15. Jahrhunderts studiert hatten.

Vielleicht bot eine junge und aufstrebende Universität dem Druckergewerbe neue Impulse und Perspektiven, die eine altehrwürdige Institution in gefestigten Bahnen nicht hätte geben 

können. Auf jeden Fall war eine Hochschule eine interessante Quelle für Publikationen, wenn sie geistige Grössen zu bieten hatte. Die grossen Tage für solche Werke standen aber noch 

bevor. Vorerst kamen von der Universtität eher thematische Anregungen denn druckfertige Manuskripte aus eigener Feder.

Berthold Ruppel
Die Vermutung dass erste Buchdrucker bereits kurz nach der Gründung der Universität in Basel arbeiteten ist nicht belegt. Die mehrfach geäusserte Theorie, dass Drucker zu Beginn 
der 1460er Jahre nach Basel kamen könnte wohl auf einzelne Personen zutreffen. [3] Aber ob diese damals schon aktiv den Buchdruck betrieben ist nicht bewiesen. Als erster Drucker 

in Basel gilt Berthold Ruppel (gestorben ca 1494, auch Rippel). Aktenkundig wird der Mann aus Hanau in Basel im Juni 1473.

Der offiziell erste Basler Buchdrucker war mit Magdalena Meier verheiratet, die wegen ihrer Nennung als Witwe im Jahr 1495 zumeinzigen Anhaltspunkt für den zuvor erfolgten Tod 

Ruppels wurde. Um 1475 wohnten sie am Unteren Heuberg mit einem stattlichen Hausstand von 16 Personen, was offenbar auch Ruppels Druckergesellen einschloss. Im folgenden 
Jahr ist ein Umzug in die Liegenschaft "Zum Palast" am Ringgässlein 2 nachweisbar. Erst im Jahr 1477 erlangte Ruppel das Bürgerrecht von Basel. [4]

From <https://altbasel.ch/zeittafel/buchdruck_basel_1468.html> 

The History of “Helvetica”
It is a fact of typographic history that the font Helvetica exists today because of 
Hamburgers … but not the food “Hamburgers.”

Eduard Hoffmann: 1892 – 1980

Eduard Hoffmann, the creator of the ubiquitous typeface, knew the word “Hamburgers” contained the complete range of characterattributes in 
the alphabet; he knew that from this one word the quality of a typeface design could be evaluated, that the features of its anatomy could be 
examined.

And so, early on in the design of the precursor to Helvetica—called Neue Haas Grotesk—Eduard Hoffmann of the Swiss-based Haas Type Foundry wrote 
to his designer and confident Max Miedinger, “But our first priority is the word ‘Hamburgers.’ It is the universal typefounders’ word that contains all the 
varieties of letters.”
Helvetica is probably the most successful typeface in all of history. It is everywhere, all the time and there are reasons for this: Helvetica is 
neutral and easy to read; its different weights and styles effectively embody almost any meaning or message. Helvetica is plain but it is also 
modern and timeless.
Helvetica came about when typography and printing technology were moving from the metal casting, mechanical and letterpress era to the 
electronic phototypesetting, word processing, laser imaging, and computer age. It rode atop this transformation and became the first truly 
international typeface. By the mid-1960s, Helvetica emerged as a global standard for public signage, corporate identity, and communications.

Regardless of one’s personal opinion of the aesthetics and usefulness of Helvetica today, its creation and development—the people who 
developed it and how they developed it—is one of the most important accomplishments of twentieth-century graphic arts.
Eduard Hoffmann was born on May 26, 1892, in Zurich, Switzerland. As a student, he studied technology and engineering in Zurich, Berlin, and 
Munich with a specific interest in aviation. In 1917, the 25-year-old Hoffmann took a position under the direction of his uncle Max Krayer at 
Haas’sche Schriftgiesserei (Haas Type Foundry) in Münchenstein, Switzerland and made a commitment to the profession of typography. In 
1937, Eduard became co-manager of the company with Krayer, and after his uncle’s death in 1944, became the sole manager where he 
remained until his retirement in 1965.

Max Miedinger

As early as 1950, Hoffmann made a decision to introduce a new sans serif typeface into the Swiss market that could compete with those coming 
from the other European countries. The origins of san serif typefaces date back to the late eighteenth century where it was used with an 
embossing technique to enable the blind to read. The first fully developed sans serif (also known as grotesque or grotesk) made its appearance 
in Germany around 1825 and a French type founder first used the term sans serif (without decorative extensions) in 1830. The sans serif types 
that Hoffmann wanted to compete with originally became popular and successful in the late nineteenth century. This was true of Akzidenz 
Grotesk of the Berlin-based H. Berthold AG type foundry, for example, which was originally designed in 1896. But there were neo-grotesk faces 
that had since entered the market, Bauer’s Folio and Frutiger’s Univers for example, that threatened to eclipse Hoffmann’s venture.

In 1956, as grotesk font use was surging in Europe, Hoffmann thought the timing was right to attempt a specifically Swiss variety. He contacted 
Max Miedinger, who had been a salesman and type designer at the Haas Type Foundry for the previous ten years, and wrote: “he was the only 
man to design a new typeface for Haas.”
Miedinger’s role in the process was decisive and many credit him more than Hoffmann for the creation of Helvetica. It is truethat Miedinger 
made the original hand-drawn letters of the alphabet. But the esthetic component was only one side of the value that Miedinger brought to Haas. 
It was his in-depth knowledge and relationship with the customers of the type foundry that made Miedinger indispensable to the success of Neue 
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It was his in-depth knowledge and relationship with the customers of the type foundry that made Miedinger indispensable to the success of Neue 
Haas Grotesk and later Helvetica.
Miedinger had access to some of the most brilliant Swiss graphic artists as well as advertising representatives from major Swiss corporations—

the chemical firm J.R. Geigy AG among them—and through a painstaking and collaborative development process headed up by Hoffmann, Neue Haas 
Grotesk took shape.
Throughout 1957 and 1958, the two men collaborated back and forth, fine-tuning each character. The record of the exchange between 
Hoffmann and Miedinger has been preserved and can be followed in detail in the book, Story of a Typeface: Helvetica forever. The book 
includes photographic reproductions of the letters the men wrote to each other as well as Hoffmann’s project notebook.

Hoffmann knew that designing a great typeface was not only about the beauty and logical construction of each individual character, even though 
this was an important aspect. Each character had to fit together with all the other characters in the various combinations that make letters into 
words. There was also the technical question of how the typeface would look at different sizes and once it was printed with ink on paper.

The engraving room at the Haas Type Foundry. Linotype ceased the type casting operations at Haas in 1989.

As Hoffmann explained in 1957, “praxis has shown that a new typeface cannot be correctly and objectively evaluated until it is in printed form. 
But even then, it is quite curious to find that a letter might be very satisfactory in a word, while seemingly quite out of place in another context. 
This makes it necessary to consider its design anew, which usually leads to unavoidable compromises.” Once they were satisfied with the basic 
letterforms and had designed enough weights and sizes—at that time, the Haas Type Foundry was punch cutting, engraving and typecasting by hand 
thousands upon thousands of individual characters in metal—the men took their product to market. With the help of some well-designed promotional 
brochures and an initial buzz at the Graphic 57 trade fair in Lausanne, Neue Haas Grotesk became a hit. By 1959, about ten percent of the printers in 
Switzerland were carrying it.

The Haas Type Foundry was majority-owned by the German firm D. Stempel AG. In turn, Stempel was in a contract with the multinational 
Linotype Corporation for the production of machine manufactured metal type forms. In order to expand the appeal of Hoffmann and Miedinger’s 
typeface and to bring it to the world of mass production typography, especially in the US, Linotype’s marketing department pushed for Neue 
Haas Grotesk to be renamed.
Linotype initially suggested that it simply be named Helvetia (Latin for Switzerland). Hoffmann felt that, although it was distinctly a Swiss product, 
the typeface could not have the exact same name as the country. He came up with Helvetica, which means “The Swiss Typeface,” and all 
involved accepted the new name developed by its creator.
Into the 1960s, Helvetica gained spectacular popularity and was adopted as the “in-house typeface” of various international corporations, many 
of which still use it to this day. Commentary on the significance and social driving force behind the success of Helvetica has often referred to 
post-war economic expansion. There was a thirst in the 1950s within the creative community for visual clues that conveyed optimismabout the 
future. Designers wanted an excessively modern look that helped to put the bad memories of the first half the twentieth century far behind. For 
many, Helvetica accomplished this goal.
In 1971, Eduard established a foundation with the aim of creating a museum dedicated to the printing industry. In 1980, in the former Galician 
paper mill on the Rhine, the museum opened with Hoffmann’s collection of papers on the history of the Haas Type Foundry as one of its main 
attractions. Eduard Hoffmann died in Basel, Switzerland on September 17, 1980.

From <https://1to1printers.com/blog/uncategorized/the-history-of-helvetica-font/> 

Helvetica, designed in 1957 by Max Miedinger, is a bold and unambiguous statement based 
entirely on rationality. The characters are closed, simplified in construction, and fit at 90 or 
0 degrees. Logic presides throughout, providing an overall effect of monotony. Its cool 
efficiency of form (often the reason given by designers for choosing it) is at the expense of 
readability. But that was never as important as the bigger idea. Miedinger set out to design 
a neutral typeface and he achieved this admirably. Was it for this reason that Helvetica was 
chosen as the default typeface on most computers, making it (probably) the most used 
typeface in the world? Technology has cruelly distorted the old Shaker adage: ‘That which in 
itself has the highest use, possesses the greatest beauty.’

From <http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/why-helvetica> 

Weight affects the level of interpretation: from tender delicacy (Thin) to persistent rudeness 
(Black).

1.

Width affects message urgency: from a screaming headline (Extra Condensed) to long-awaited 
appearance above the horizon (Extra Expanded).

2.

Contrast levels the artistry of a message: from a speech synthesizer (Monoweight) to Grand 
Opera actress (Extra high contrast).

3.

X-height is associated with a wish to impress the viewer: from a love letter (small x-heights) to 
indifferent “Break” sign (large x-heights).

4.

Corner rounding influences over tenderness level: from sleeping babies (Rounding) to noisy 
teenagers (Sharpening).

5.

Serifs and Slabs create cultural context: from idealism of timeless classics (Serifs) to 
pragmatism of factory stamping (Slab serifs.)

6.

Italic and Oblique ask for a moment of attention: to make a polite comment (Italic) or to 
communicate an urgent message (Oblique).

7.

Geometry reflects life values: from respect to a person’s peculiarities (Humanist fonts) to 
admiration of futuristic machines (Geometric and Modular fonts.)

8.

Statics and dynamics show individuality and richness of inner world: from neutral Helvetica 
(Static pattern) to Old Style Serifs, embodying pathos of their time and country (Dynamic 
pattern).

9.

Aperture affects sociability and progressiveness: from liberal extrovert (Open fonts) to 
conservative defender of borders (Closed fonts).

10.

From <https://blog.depositphotos.com/guide-to-10-font-characteristics-and-their-use-in-design.html> 
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Fundamentals: Combining Type With Helvetica
With this issue of FontShop Fundamentals we debut Guest FontLists. Building on our own lists, we asked experts we admire to round up typefaces that share a common use, style, or concept.

Our first guest is Indra Kupferschmid, a German typographer and writer who lives in Bonn and teaches in Saarbrücken at the French border. As co-author of “Helvetica forever”, Indra is often asked what typeface to combine with the world’s most famous font. As 

Indra puts it, “Helvetica is often described as the tasteless white rice among typefaces: satisfies easily, cheap and fast. But the good thing is, you can take the design into different directions with the sauce and side dishes (the typefaces you pair with Helvetica).”

Indra shares her favorite Helvetica companions with the following guidelines in mind: “Focusing on contrast makes combining fonts easier. Better not pair Helvetica (or other Neo-Grotesques) with another sans serif (like a Humanist Sans). Instead, choose a serif or a 

slab. Transitional and Modern (bracketed) serifs work quite well with Helvetica. So do most Garaldes like Garamond — it all depends on what kind of atmosphere you’re aiming for. Browse the list of ideas below, or look for faces with broad proportions, a large x-

height, or similar characteristics, like an uppercase ‘R’ with a vertical tail.”

If you’re looking for a text face and want to stay constistent by emphasizing the neutral, flawless feel of the Grotesk, try a Transitional serif. As their name suggests, these even, regularly proportioned typefaces “sit on the fence” — neither too playful nor too aloof.

Arnhem  

Designed by Fred Smeijers for a Dutch newspaper, Arnhem’s strong color lets it perform very well at small sizes and in less than optimal printing conditions.

Farnham

FF Clifford

Romain BP  

ITC Charter

Sturdy serifs and a relatively low stroke contrast invoke a more informal atmosphere. Clarendon is the most obvious candidate, but there are others from this category that work equally well.

Magazine Columns –

Backbone of Every Good Layout
Nikola | April 20, 2013 | 10 Comments 

Columns are essential tools to standardize your layout. They will help you in getting order and structure 
of your magazine, but do resist to imprison your thinking into standard format because rigidity dulls the 
creativity. To avoid that trap you can play with column width and shapes. You should treat each story as 
a separate unit and mix the number of columns in each story. One story can be laid out on a two column 
grid while the other can be laid out in three, four or more column grid.

In this article we will talk more about columns as a design element and in another separated article we will talk 
about the width of the columns and the number of characters that would be ideal for such columns. Line length 
(the number of characters or words per line) is closely related to column width and those two terms should work 
together as a unit and since this subject is very important for proper column setup it deserves an article on its 
own.

But let’s go back to columns as design element and take a look at several typical column sizes.

The unwritten rule is to design more important stories on fewer columns. For example your main story in the 
magazine should be done on a two column grid. This will give more importance to the story, it will look more 
elegant and the reader won’t have to jump to the next line of text so often.

Less important stories like news sections can be laid out in 4 or more columns. Since these articles are shorter in 
length they do not need wide columns and can be placed in narrower ones because reading them will take very 
little time.

Depending on your design of various parts of the magazine your columns can vary in width. No one says that 
your text blocks should be equally wide. You can even mix several types of columns on one page. For example 
your main text can be set across two columns, while below it you can place a list, which has short text blocks, on 
a 4 column grid.

From <http://www.magazinedesigning.com/magazine-columns/> 
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RePublic

Designed in 1955 for the Czech State Department, Public was a newspaper typeface linked to Communism. Tomáš Brousil rehabilitated this unique face as RePublic in 2004 and it has become popular in contemporary magazine design. Whilenot technically a “Clarendon”, RePublic is a 

square slab with a similarly informal but impactful effect.

Sutro

Jim Parkinson’s interest in early slab serifs began in the 1970s when he drew a new version of Egiziano for Roger Black at New West Magazine. The versatile Sutro family has 19 members for text and headline use, adding a modern alternative to existing Clarendons.

Schadow

Belizio

Unbracketed slab serifs in the Grotesk style play to Helvetica’s calculated, technical impression. These faces are the most similar to Helvetica and often share very similar x-height and proportions for better mixing within the same block of text.

Glypha

Adrian Frutiger’s Univers is the most natural pair for Glypha, but Helvetica plays well with it too.

Calvert

Corporate E

Serifa

Helserif

Want something more formal and austere? The elegant Didones of the late 18th century can make Helv feel quite upper crust.

Walbaum

Walbaum is often forgotten among the more common Bodonis and Didots, but its lower stroke contrast makes it a better option for text sizes and its proportions are a better match for Helvetica.

FF Acanthus

ITC Bodoni

FF Holmen

FF Cellini

No-nonsense newspaper serifs and bracketed Moderns echo Helvetica’s just-the-facts-ma’am attitude.
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Escrow

Escrow sets the tone of the front page of The Wall Street Journal. A large family of text and display fonts in various widths, Escrow adds 44 striking options to the designer’s palette.

Miller

Centennial

Ingeborg

For a warmer, more friendly touch, choose an open Garalde or a typeface made for books. These are the most readable of the bunch, designed for long passages of text.

Swift

Though it was designed at the end of the 1980s, Gerard Unger’s most popular design doesn’t look more than a day old. Its sharp serifs and open forms counter Helvetica’s stoic posture to create a more contemporary feeling.

Proforma

Plantin

FF Milo Serif

FF Parable

Contact & Follow•

Email

Facebook

Flickr

Twitter 
Yves Peters has more detail on Julian Hansen’s "So You Need A Typeface” flowchart: http://font.me/9aZ3n2 + a large version of the image too!

Copyright © 2009 FontShop USA | Proud sponsor of ATypI | US Shop Region: 

View Indra’s FontList online: Helvetica Companions »
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